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Dark air-cured
tobacco market
to close Jan.21 $2,538.534, or an average of $111.96
By CHARLES HONEY
per hundredweight A total of
Staff Writer
1.231,084 pounds have gone to the
The dark air-cured tobacco
association.
market, which has been severely
It is never advantageous for
disappointing- for producers, will
to have a large percengrowers
close Jan. 21.
tage of their crop bought by tobacOn that date will be the final
co associations, but an added sting
sale for which price supports will
this year is the one-cent-per-pound
be offered, -areording to Will- Ed
fee imposed by U.S. agriculture
Clark, general manager of the
secretary John Block. That fee is
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
designed to prevent the governGrowers Association. Sales at
ment's taking a loss on its support
both 'Murray and Mayfield - loans, and can be raised by the
markets-will represent the clean- secretary if considered necessary:
up sale of this year's air-cured
-The more tobacco that goes
. crop, which went to market Dec. . under loan, the better the chance
9.
that a loss will be sustained,"
Producers have had a hard time
Clark explained. "I would say
marketing their crop due to
with the situation we have this
warm, wet weather, and 56 peryear, the conditions are very good
cent of the crop went to the tobacthat the secretary will increase
co association under government
that producers' fee for .another
support-price loan. Clark -called
year."
that percentage -astronomical."
Growers will hope for better
noting that only about 15 or 16 per- sales at the upcoming market for
cent of last year's crop went to the
dark fire-cured tobacco, of which
association.
Calloway County is the state's
However, most of this year's leading producer. The first darkcrop was sold: To date, 2,206.200 fired sales will be .)an. 26 in Murray and Jan. 27 in Mayfield.
pounds have been sold for

Erwin to file senate
candidacy on Jan.26

•

"I have watched the Kentucky
political structure, watched the
way laws are made and have complained about it. I believe if you're
going to complain you need to be
willing to do something about it,"
says Martha 0. "Marti" Erwin.
And to prove her statement, she
will file candidacy paper Jan. 26
for the office of Kentucky State
Senator of the First District in the
May 21 Democratic primary.
Erwin, Rt. 1, Hazel, is the only
announced candidate for the First
District which includes Calloway,
Graves, Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle and Trigg counties.
With Calloway as her home
county, her campaign is winding
up for its start here. It is her expectation that "the people from
Callow-ay. will rally behind one of
their own."she says.
With Joe Tom Erwin, Rt. 1,
Hazel, serving as chairman of the
committee to elect -Marti Erwin,
and Lois Keller, College Farm
Road, as overall carripaign
manager, the team is preparing
direct it's campaign efforts into
the other counties in the district.
"I will be going to these counties, . meeting key people and
discussing various issues of concern to their particular counties,"
says Erwin.
Erwin says she will most
definitely be out meeting people.
"I believe one of the most important things a candidate or elected

rwin
official can do is to be accessible
to the people," she added, "I will
be doing a great deal of walking
and handshaking."
Erwin is the wife of James L.
Erwin- and mother of one son,
James Ross. She has served as
chairman of the Department of
ursing at Murray State Universir the past three years. It is the
second largest department at
MSU in number of faculty with
21.5 faculty members and some
300 students. She has been granted
a public service leave of absence
to seek the seat.
She is involved in civic activities
including the Murray-Calloway
(Continued On Page 2

Patti Hosford selected
Young Career Woman

.a

Patti Miller Hosford has been
selected as the Young Career
Woman of 1983 for the Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club, according to Euple
Ward, YCW chairman for the
club.
Mrs Hosford will be competing
In April at the regionarconference
of 13111PW Clubs. The winner of this
competition will enter the Kentucky contest.
The Murray woman is a speechlanguage pathologist for the Murray City Schools. She received her
Bachelor of Science degree in
speech and hearing in December
10711 and her Master of Science
degree in communication
disorders in August len, both
from Murray State University,
graduating Cum [aide.
Mrs. lissford has made several
presentations in her chosen profession at several clubs and
schools in Western KentuFky and
throughout the state. She is active
In many school, church and civic
arganisitions.

FULL HOUSE - Local officials have become concerned over the
lack of space in the Calloway County Jail. Built in the early 1960's.
the jail can house 30 adult males, four women and four juveniles For

Lack ofjail space frustrates officials
He explains that the responsibilities of the
By RUTH ANN COMBS
judicial branch are to try cases. see Quit a fair
Staff Writer
"When the Calloway County Jail was built trial is carried out anti to hand down the
in the early '60s the space provided then was sentence Then the convicted person is handed over to the Department of Corrections and
adequate, but now we have more people and
is no longer the responsibility of the judicial
more criminaLl."
branch.
This comment was made by Calloway Coun• lt is very frustrating for prosecutori to go
ty Attorney Max Parker, who,along With 42nd
Judicial District Judge David C. Buekinghani through the proper procedures. have the
and Calloway County Jailer Huel -Wimpy" judge hand down a sentence and then see a
Jones, feels the problem of overcrowded jails cony a•ted person go free, he said
"The problem," according to Parker, is a
in Kentucky in becoming a serious one.
political one, and the esv utive and
According to a letter to the editor signed by
the three local officials and published in Fri- legislative branches of state government are
day's edition of the Murray Ledger & MINS. f unresponsive to the problem."
Parker feels that the governor and the state
"there have been three cases in the last two
weeks where drunk drivers could not be lock- legislature think taxpayers don't want to
ed up because there was no room in the jail for spend money to build more facilities for boos
them." The letter states that the individuals ing criminals He then recalled a recent etc,
were released to someone responsible for see- non in California where voters adopted a
preeram to build more
ing that they did not drive again that night.
prisons in the state
Buckingham expresses frustration as a
Parker states that it is the constitutional
judge and also for the county attorney and
local sheriff's and police departments, obligation of the executive and legislative
branches of government to Qv that prisoners
because, he says, -We do our jobs, but when
locked up
are
is
there
jail,
the
to
gets
person
the convicted
He doesn't feel it is the responsibility of the
no where to put him "
Buckingham adds,"We're all being criticiz- county to add on to the jail or build a bigger
ed for not being tough on drunk drivers but. one because the 1978 Constitutional Amendwhat it comes down to is. do we put the drunks ment created the district court system and
placed 41.1 the responsibilities of county piiLs
away and let the thieves out, or do we let the
in t 7etiands of the state." he said
drunks go"
Deputy Jailer Jerry Jones. An employee at
Buckingham and Parker both feel the
reason for overcrowding in county jails is that the jail for about 15 years, reports that the
.many who are lodged there are awaiting capacity of the local jail is 22.
'Weluive 28 beds, 20"of those are for adult
transportation to a----penitlettili'•;a:Trand, at,
are
four „for juveniles and four for
males,
penitentiaries
the
men,
cording to both
women," he said He adds that because adult
full too.
Parker feels that the judicial branch of males cannot be 'assigned to the beds
state government is most aware of the pro- designated for juveniles or women, the jail
can be considered -full" with only 72!lodged
blem because "we get the blame for it."

snow
Windy and colder with snow
flurries early but diminishing
winds and some clearing late.
Low near 20. Gusty northwest
winds 20 to 35 mph gradually
Wednesday
diminishing
becoming mostly sunny but
cold. High from the lower to
mid 30s. Light variable winds.
LAKE LEVELS
1.54 6
Lake Bartley
154 6
Kentucky lake

today's index

Patti Mier Hoehn!
She LB married to Carl Hosford
and they reside at 702 rairlane Dr.
She is the daughter of Joe Rob
Millar of Murray sod the late Pit•
iv Lawrence Miller.

security reasons, jail officials would not allow photographing inside
the facility
Staff photo by Jennie t:ordon
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there
Jones say s that within the last tilAith. 2:o
has been the highest number of lion.des
ed in the tail at one tune
Jones added that only one inivate is or
rent!) awaiting transportation to a p,•m t,,t,
tiary but that there have been as iii us .4!, four
or five at a time "Some of those were heti.
may tie bli lasS.- 0,,a1,1 tones
Ilui kinghani. whose juris,h, (ion in ut,
Marshall as well as I •alli-o.4.0 Coutir‘
problem is not just a ( allow ay County pt o
,is
blem Ile stated that there are , rent:\ '
invi ted felons in the Marshall Count) tartwaiting to get into a penitentiary
Buckingham feels, If we lurid hay e moil*
space somewhere. only the very serious A
fenders will be behind liars. iithers ntis just
be fined heavily or put on some ty pe ,,f woi k
prog inn "
Parker feels if these Joblenis are to be
solved, local ta4payers need to make their
feelings known to state 14. 0. e mutent otft, hits
lie SA), the 6.1Nli question to
We Set thettl free or do we spent more ['Wiles
to lock them up
Buckingham says he d,wsn t know where to
put the blame The , mats hay,. disa llo w ed
overcrowding in prisons and ;Ito. way we
st (spas yrs.
make more room a It
Harney," he said
He offers no simple solutioo to the 1,1,0blein
but -stresses that people need t,, by 111,14k
aware of the problem and that it is to the ad
vantage of the public to make more room for
prisoners ev;
eri though he realites it anti st
• s
tax dollars
Buckingham adds that it has rya, hot the
(wont that in order to put one person behind
bars, another must be let out ,,n parole to
make room
I 1 1;1,4141er

is

Small business seminar scheduled
Beware" is the
"Shoplifters
title of a small business semuuir
scheduled in Murray from 6 30 to
9 p.m. on Thursday in the Commwrre Centre on U S. 641 North
Three speakers and a movie titled "Sticky Fingers" will make up
the program focused on one of the
fastest growing cnines in the
country
Max Parker,
Speakers are
Calloway County attorney; Otis H
Erwin, director of the West Kentucky Small Business Develop-

ment Center. ISBUCI at Murray
State University, and Richard
Wright, representing the Kentucky State Police
Joint sponsors of the seminar
are the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, the West
Kentucky SBIX' and the (3 S
Small Business Administration
(SBA) Publications will be provided by the SBA.
Shoplifting losses are estunated
by- retail store owners to be approximately $ percent of their

sales Statistics show that a retail
theft is (.-tirs every use secIal,ls in
the United States and that thcsr
thefts cost each American about
$150 a year
The seminar is $; per' persoo
MemberS of the sponsoring
Murray- -(.all()way County
Chamber of Commerce will be at.
mitted at no charge
Anyone wishing additional information about the seminar may
call the West Kentucky MIN' at
Murray State at 762-3856

Reagan announces'crop swap' plan
By TERENCE HUNT
AmsociatedsProas Writer
DALDAS i AP) — President
Reagan, promising farmers that
"help is on the way," today announced the government will give
them free surplus grain for idling
up to half their fields
The program, which Reagan
called a -crop swap," is designed
to pump up sagging farm pricei
by whittling big government commodity stockpiles.
Agriculture Secretary John
Block predicted the program will
have little impact on grocery
prices, incrtraing the cost of

but is inviting Congress to endorse
bread leas than a penny a loaf
the program anyway
Reagan,speaking to the 64th anThe plan will be used on top of
nual convention of the American
Farm Bureau Federation. said, existing production. control programs. under which eligible
"Because these are unusual and
critical tithes on American farms. farmers will receive cash and continued price support protection for
we don't have time to stand
idling 713 percent of their land this
around chewing our cud."
, year.
•
,.He L.;.salted the lame-dUck
Under the program annoluiced
non of Congress to authorise the
today, farmers will be eligible to
payment-In-kind, or PLK, program, but put it in place on'his Ike an additional 30 percent of
own today beerier* the measure
their fields out of production
did not pass the Senate
In exchange, they will receive
surplus wheat, corn, sorghum,
The administration has now
cotton and rice. which they could
concluded It does not need consell or use for lestock feed.
gressiortal approval to go shead.
•
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TVA offers Elderhostel class
GOLDEN POND — Registration is now open for the second
Elderhostel course offering at
TVA's Land Between The Lakes
LOLL
The weeklong program,
"Wintering Migratory Birds,"
will be Feb 13-19 at the Youth Station group camp in the environmental education area of
1.BI.
The rourse is open to individuals
Wand older
Elder hostel, Incorporated, is an
international network of educational institutions that offers
special low-cost academic programs for older adults, usually in
nontraditional classroom settings
There are no exams, no grades,
and participation requires no
previous knowledge of the subject
Professional staff from 1.B1. and
nearby universities will serve as

field trip leaders, according to ticipants — they will see an
Nina Fortner, the LBL en- eagle."
vtronmental education specialist
Participants will also have amcoordinating tffe program here. -time for bird-watching expediThe class will be limited to 45 per- tionw she said. Three field tripe
sons on a first-come, first-served are scheduled throughout the
bans up to the first day of the week
February program. A fee of 2180
And at no additional cost
will include three meals a day, ac- Elderhostel students will be able
commodations, classes, and to stt in on the Brit night of acorganized extracurricular ac- tivities for LBL's 14th annual
tivities TVA's participation is Eagles Weekend, Feb. 16-20, at
financed with Federal funds
Lake Barkley State Resort Past.
February should be an ideal
Eagles Weekend brings
time for bird-watching en- together approximately 400 people
thusiasts. according to Ms ,ort- annually for lectures and field
ner
trips on the wintering bald eagles
• • Land Between The lakes at- at LBL.
tracts thousands of migrating
Interested persons may obtain
waterfowl along with numerous more information by contacting
bald eagles and songbirds from
Nina Fortner, Elderhostel Coorthe Mississippi flyway dunng the
dinator, TVA, Land Between The
winter months," she said "That's Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky
one added attraction for par- 4223I, or by calling 502)9244002.

Metts will not run in governor's race
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky (API
Former state Trahsportation

Stolen mail sack
found Sunday
(inc of two mail sacks stolen last
weekend from White Hall on the
Murray State University campus
was recovered Sunday behind
Canterbury Estates.
According to Joe Green, director of MSU Public Safety, the mail
bag contained one letter that was
ripped open, a package with as
top off and several magazines He
added it was not determined if any
mail was missing
The%sacks were taken from the
Avogien's -dormitory office
"SonThtime between Friday night
anti. saturday morning. Green
said Forced entry was used on a
roll-down -window, he added
Minor damages to the office also
14 ere reported
Green said federal authorities
have been notified and will assist
in the investigation
The public safety office has no
suspects or leads at this time, he
added Green said no other Crimes
have been committed on the canipus during the Christmas break.
The mail sack was discovered
by Frank Roberts

Secretary Frank Melts said today tion. though he will serve as an inhe decided not to run for governor formal adviser.
because his management ability
"I think the Brown administracan be of more use in economic tion has the affairs and business
developments in Louisville.
operation of the state in excellent
- Meth,47,-resigned • as transpor- shape," Metts said in a telephone
tation secretary in October to con- interview
sider entering the Democratic
"Am I going to be a caretaker,
when we've got this crying need in
primary.
He said he decided at the end of Louisville for help?" Metta said.
December to concentrate instead "The state is in good hands for the
on operation of the Durkee Foods next 11 months. Louisville is not
plant already acquired by his and hasn't been."
group of investors and on his efHe said the city'rpopulation has
forts to revive International declined 20 percent in the last 10
Harvester's Louisville operations. years and the area has lost 32,000
He said he will not return to jobs.,
Gov. John Y Brown's administra"We've made great strides at
the state government level, but
you look at the city of Louisville,
and Jefferson County,and nothing
has been done," he said. "How
t Continued From Page 1) smart do you have to be to see
County Chamber of Commerce. where the need is greater."
Murray Civic Music Association,"It would be 11 months before I
Red Cross and Murray Calloway would be governor, and what am I
County Community Theatre
going to do then. I'll have to adThe Erwins are actively involv-, dress the problems of the state's
ed in farming and are members of largest city," he said.
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
"1 think there is quite a lot that
Erwin says she feels her seeking
needs to be done and can be done
the seat of state senator is a today," he said
challenge both personally and
Metts said he would not back
career-wise She adds that she any other candidate in the goverhopes the people of the first
nor's race Asked if he would
district, especially those in
become involved in Louisville or
Calloway County. will suppout ter Jefferson County politics, he said,
in her endeavor to better state "I have no interest in it at thia
goverrunent in their district
time"

Erwin...

CAMPAIGNING — Louisville Mayor and ciusdidate for the Democratic gebwisaterial nomination Harvey
Slane(seared hem )ift) was is Murray Monday campaigniag. He said his concerns include unemployment.
agriculture and education. Hs stopped by Growers' Floor to discuss the tobacco crop with (from left) Pete
Waldrop,Joe Pat Carraway and Charles Billt0103.

Spring registration begins at MSU
Registration for spring
semester classes at Murray State
University is scheduled Monday
and Tuesday, Jan. 17-18, froni
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the University
Center.
Students who have rescheduled
'prior to Jan. 17 and have not paid
may make schedule changes prior
to payment of fees, according to
Charles L. Eldridge, eminent dean
of admissions.
He warned that preachedWed
students who have not paid by 4
p.m. Jan. 1$ will have their
schedules parsed. They must then

go through a rescheduling process
and pay a $10 late registration fee.
The drop-add procedure will
begin Jan. 17 for students who
have prepaid prior to that date.
Students who pay fees on or after
Jan. 17 may drop-add 24 hours
after payment of fees. All students
who go through the drop-add procedure must have a pink payment
fee receipt and a drop-add card
signed by their adviser.
Part-time evening stigients may
register Jan. 17-111 er they may
schedule classes and pay fees on

the upper level of the University
Center from 5 to 7 p.m. Jan. 19, 20.
24 and 25.
No late registration fee will be
charged part-time evening
students if their classes are
scheduled and their fees paid
prior to the second class meeting.
Classes will begin meeting
Wednesday, Jan. 19. The last day
to enroll in regular MondayWednesday-Friday classes is Jan.
211, and the last day to enroll in
Tuesday-Thursday chafes is Jan.
V.

Major banks lower prime lending rate
NEW YORK (AP) — Several
makor commercial banks lowered
their prime lending rate today
from 11.5 percent to 11 percent,
the lowest level of the key corporate lending rate since August
of 1980.
The reductions by Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co., the fifthlargest commercial bank,
Chemical Bank, No.6, both in New
York, and No. First Natiosiel.
Bank of Chicago, matched that of
Chase Manhattan Bank of Dec. 28.

At the time, no other banks joined
Chase, the third-largest commercial bank.
The lower rate had been widely
expected and reflects a lowes cost
of funds for-banks.
The prime rate is a base from
which banks figure interest
charges on loans to corporate
customers. Companies with top
credit ratings sometimes get
loans at rates below the prime,
while less creditworthy companies often pay more than the

Prime
Rates on consumer loans, which
currently average between 18 percent and 19 percent, are not directly tied to the prime rate.
Early today the federal funds
rate, on which banks lend and borrow billions each day among each
other, - was IlAs percent. In
November, when banks lowered
their prime to 11.5 percent from 12
percent, federal funds were
trading at around 8.75 percent.

Inmates release hostages unharmed

BENSON & HEDGES
-hchz.vc
Lithia hi&

By LAWRENCE IULMAN
Associated Press Writer
OSSINING, N.Y. (AP) —
Rebellious inmates at Ossining
Correctional Facility released
their 17 hostages unharmed early
today and said they received
amnesty for their 53-hour
takeover. But prison officials said
there was no such deal.
The siege at the prison once
known as Sing Sing was declared
over by the inmates Monday night

Judge rules in
farmers'favor
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A
federal judge has barred the U.S.
Department of Agriculture from
making dairy farmers help pay
for milk price supports during a
lawsuit against the assessment
program.
In a terse order issued Monday,
U S. District Judge Matthew J.
Perry issued • preliminary injunction against the USDA "pending the further order of this
court."
Under the program, USDA
would collect 50 cents from dairy
farmers for every 100 pounds of
milk they sell.
The money — about 6600 million
a year — would be used to pay
part of the $2.2 billion the federal
government spends each year on
surplus milk products to keep
milk prices stable.
Congress authorized U.S.
Agriculture Sedsisry John R.
Block last summer to begin deducting money from payments
farmers receive from milk proteaser,.
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Block ordered deductions to
begin on milk deliveries starting
Dec. 1. But Bryan Patrick, while
be was still South Carolina
agr00mainiriait._ sued'
Bledi but ensulh. alld Perry
lesuid atesepiwary ardor on Dec.
21 Mang the USDA deductions.
Paniek's lawsuit contends that
Midwestern states are the ones
which produce milk surpluses,
and that dairy farmers in other
shaildal t-part
tweed to help subsidise them.
Patrick favors a reduction in
milk's support price — the price at
which the USDA will buy and More
Mk products not said camases.daily. He has said his Mit is aim- ed at holding up the=
while farmers permed
,
to rescind it.

after local television stations
broadcast 10 points at agreement
that prisoners said they had
reached with state correction officials.
At 12:20 a.m., the watch cornMender at the prison announced
Over guards' walkie-talkies that
the last hostage had been freed.
Except for some bumps and
bruises, all were reported in good
condition.
One by one, the hostages, some
dazed and looking tired, walked
out of the cellblock, greeted by applause from co-workers.
One correction officer, asked
how he felt, said,"Glad to be out."
Cheers were heard from the
cellblock as the siege drew to a
close.
"Hey, thanks a lot," one
prisoner called through bars to
reporters 200 yards away. Another
said the prison administration
deserved no credit for the
bloodless end to the incident: "It's
not the administration that did
this-tend the siege) .. It's us and
you."
The inmates said they would
lock themselves in their cells, and
at 1:40 a.m. special state troops
reoccupied the five-story
cellblock.
Gov. Mario Cuomo, who took office Jan. 1, had refused to deal
with the inmates until every
hostage was freed. He praised
prison officials for resolving the
crisis without serious Injury to
any hostage or inmate.
"Dozens, maybe hundreds of
hard decisions were made and
most were made without time for
reflection," Cuomo told a news

conference at his Manhattan of(ice at 1 a.m.
The inmates seized 17 hostages
when the siege "began about 7:30
p.m. Saturday, released one
almost immediately to take
mesages to the prison administration, then released a second Monday morning.
Meanwhile, two guards who had
tried to hide from the prisoners
were found after the siege began
and herded with the other
hostages.
The inmates repeatedly said
they did not want "another Attica," referring to the 1971 riot at
the prison in upstate Batavia,
N.Y., where police stormed the
facility. The insurrection left 43
prisoners and guards dead.
At Ossining, the inmates_said
the state agreed to 10 conditions to
end the siege, but -said they were
afraid that if the list were not
publicized, officials would renege
once the hostages'were freed.
The list included regular mail
and package deliveries, recreational and other programs,
regular rules for prisoners
awaiting transfer to other
facilities, and the presence of
reporters when the hostages were
released.
The prisoners said they also had
been assured there would be no
retaliation against any inmate
because of the takeover.
But Corrections Commissioner
Thomas Coughlin said the agreement "does not include any provision, guarantee or discussion of
amnesty." He said there would be
no retaliation against inmates by
guards, but would not rule out pro'locution.

Doctors to report on Clark
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Physicians at the University of
Utah planned a news coniesosce
today to elaborate on the Weibel
condition of artificial bon Sidsleet Barney Clark.
Daily news bridle...I 111111's
condition were disceallklagd Doe.

outside his room are spontaneous
and irregular.
Clark left his room three times
In five days last week. Saturday,
he was wheeled to the hospital's
radiology departmerd for _routine
X-rays. then spent about 20
minutes in a sunny corridor
v.
overlooking the Salt Lake Valley
Dr. Chase Petersen, isdirersky
"They are done whenever the
vice proaident for health OCklbale..
said he planned to discuss Clark's doctors niei it Is apprOpriate Ann
whenever they ask him if he wants
programs today.
Clark, 61, remained in serious to go," Dwiut said. "They're sponbut stable condition today, his 41st taneous and based on the condiday on the fist-sized, Jarvik-7 ar- tion a/ Dr Clark."
tificial heart.
Clark, the first recipient of a
John Dwan, medical center permanent artificial heart, is a
'spokesman, said Monday that retired dentist from Des Moines,
gark's wheelchair excursions Wash.,a Seattle suburb
4
1
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Equality becomes
question before
Congress again
"Equality of rights under the law shall not'be
denied or abridged by the United States or by any
state on accoimt atsex."
What American in the 20th century could oppose
that, in principle or specific? A woman-hating man.
driven by ghastly, secret fears? A womanexploiting man,driven by greed or a quivering need
to ease his guilt? A woman so beaten down by institational male domination that she ia left with no
sense of personal integrity except an urge to polish
the brass padlocks in the prison of her legal inferiority
All those certainly They do exist. it Is sad to say.
Saddest,finally, for them, for their worlds and their
humanity are pitifully small.
There are others too, of couse, whose reasons for
opposing the Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution of the United States seem to them more
• complex or more convincing than the hypocrisy or
psychopathology of the peddlers of hate, greed or
fear. If there were not, the 24 words in quoted above
would have become — as Justice and sanity insist
they should be -- part of the basic law of the land a
generation, or two or three, ago.
That effort was last thwarted on June 30, when a
10-year campaign to gain ratification, by the
legislatures of 38 of the 50 states failed by'three
states. The act of Congress and ratification by 35
states fell null.
The first legislative-business of the 98th Congress
was to introduce House Joint Resolution 1. There
were 221 co-sponsors from a total of 435 members of
the House (including one vacancy 1: 190 from
among the 269 -Democratic members and 31 from
the Republican minority of 165.
HJR 1 is the ERA. nothing- more — and nothing
less. If it Moires forward, swiftly as it should,
through Congress, the amendment will go again, a%
morally and legally it must, to the state legislatures
for ratification.
•
There are heavy challenges facing Congress and
the state legislatures of the United States. There
are complex, painful issues to resolve and demands
to meet. Ir. terms of the structure of society, of the
symbolism and reality of America, none LS more
important than the act of making.woman, at long
last. American citizens, fully and without compromise

by m.c. gorroft

Olive Blvd. folks' lighted candles display
traced to a southwestern U.S. custom
Mrs. John ( Euruce.i '
.tiertdock, who
lives out in the Hazel area, has filled
me in on the custom background of
the lighted candles in the white paper
bags as displayed by the folks along
Olive Boulevard those colorful couple
nights during the Christmas season.
Mrs. Shendock writes that she and
Mr Shendock have traveled extensively throughout the United States
and found the lighted candles custom
to be one prevalent an the
southwestern part of the country.
Some 25 years ago. she wrote, they
lived in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
where most of'the houses are flail:
roofed and of adobe or stucco construction
• At Christmastime, the homes
would be outlined along the roofs and
all flat surfaces, walkways and
driveways with the luminarials, as
they are called. They are still- used
during Christmas
"They were beautiful and blend in
with Spanish-styled homes more. so
than the electric Christmas lights,"
she wrote. The Veterans' Hospital at
Albuquerque also Is beautifully lit up
at . Christmas with the' baggedcandles: she said, being five stories
high and with each-balcony outlined
with them.'.
It was like "old home week" for
her to read about the Olive' Street
folks and the brightness their candles.
gave our Christmas a few weeks ago.
Incidentally, my good friend over
on Olive. J.D. Rayburn. tells me that
be—and- his neighbors along -that
stretch of their street between 13th
and 14th Street plan to put their bagged candles out again next Christmas
Great!
And, I do appreciate hearing from
Mrs. Shendock and being filled in on
the background-of this beautiful and
unique Christmas custom
•

•

the :1,.‘t He was gono: through
I had a very pleasant and meaningful experience during the
tratunatie time in his -life, his friend
Christmas season We had gone to
said III asking that the pray for him
Louistille to' our daughter's home
Another asked for pra% et for his
when Santa Claus came to see our
secretary
who hail lost her grand favorite granddaughter. and we sere
mother uric 1.1‘ MO her mother the
there on Christmas Eve,a Friday
next with a heart attack
Early that morning. Dick. my SonFIT to"!e tilall an hour. the
Just
, gently shook me awake in the
talked tinietl about things like that
darkness and whispered an invitation
as %VII as sharing with each other
to go with him to a prayer breakfast
some of the good things. that t1:141
Thinking it was something special
collie their way through t'
stkl.',
being, held for the Christmas season,
aithin tile past week'
I rolled right out and went with him
It was a moving experren, e. and
It turned out that it was something
when it Caine !AMC to t
Catil title
le %which he goes every Friday mornft r Whilfill pray er had besen requesteel
ing, faithfully.. at 7.30 About 30 men
was remembered
mill% 'dually
by
men of all ages and representing a
name and iircurnstant:rs, riot in
wide range of occupations showed
general sense which is se, klftell ,h1fit•.
up, gathering in an 'out-of-the-wa%
.11111 Int 4:414:114 simply feel the leo.- 14
area of a fast foods place out there
through the circle as they held hands
where Hurshbourne lane goes under
during the clieun$ ora‘et.
14.
Sitting in a booth just" a. rfiss from
Scam'ordered breakfast, others onme throughout the
meeting" %%as a
ly a cup of coffee, while still other--- 7%-nurig man in a red and white shirt
Were just there Each had a Bible
Across the bat k was the big numeral
.There wasn't any set program
'53- and just abo% e it veils
Atfirki
planned. ,if anyone particularly
'
'Isap h " C in t he f re
w ere t hot
designated to lead They Just sat
fur
;reek
Alpha'
letters
.en.f
.
down together, and the first thing I
"(1.11catii
opened
way,
knew they were under
The 5:1rd chapter of the Hook eq
up by a middle-aged fellow who turnIsaiah in the ind Testament of the lii
•
ble, as-Most( liristiansitnow ye(men
ed out to be in the high rise window
washing business
hundred:,, of years before, his birth
From there, first one and then the
foretells of the coming of Christ
other would speak up to ask for
while Alpha and ()Mega represent
prayer for some friend or relative pr
'the beginning arid the end
to share some special blessing he had
I thought his was a pretty' e It'N.4•1
received since they last met
Ile
%Ailing testimony of his faith
r-fellnw-retttieNted prayer
friend who had been employed at the'
graduate of Western Kentucky arid
who sells eleetreinic Medical supbig International Harvester plant
there in lAnusville and which of late- plies
has been laying off its people in large
An F:piseopahari. he is married to .1
nun ibers
former Miss Murray State. w Nan I
cull Sure Marl!.
It seems this friend's mother hail
1-1•11111111111
passed away one week, his wife' left
the former Alice Hicks from
him the next and he had hest his lob = May held Her;Mother Miss I /live .
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Tests show danger
in plastic pipe use
Recent laboratory tests by a University of
California toxicologist add greater urgency to the
need for a comprehensive study to find out whether
plastic pipe used for drinking water is safe. The
tests found that gasoline and five specific types of
organic solvents, pesticides and herbicides can
penetrate some types of plastic pipe used in housing
construction.
Understandably, the Society of the Plastics Industry-obiects that concern expressed by out-going
Director Richard Spohn of the Departent of Consumer Affairs is "unnecessary and exaggerated."
Whether they are exaggerated can only be determined by further testing, but they are scarcely unnecessary.
The recent investigation by Marc Lappe at the
university's School of Public Health in Berkeley
was inspired by reports of contaminated drinking
water in The Netherlands caused by absorption of
toxic matter by plastic pipes similar to thoie tiled
increasingly for housing construction in this country. Miny people -iiieitit
te-affected area suffered
headaches a
and na
fore the problem was
dealt with.
Assemblyman Louis Papan. D-Millbrae, introduced a bill last year that would have set an
April 1984 deadline for completion of an environmental impact report, but the measure was
lobbied to death by plastics and petroViemical interests who claimed, among other thifigs, that the
bill was primarily a means of helping plumbers'
unions hurt by the shift from copper and gaivanized
pipe to plastic materials on construction projects.n
Whatever the economic interests on either side of
the issue, public safety should be the primary consideration. When it is reintroduced, Papan's proposal should be speedily adopted by the
Legislature.
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By GREG HIGDON
First District Senator
Last week I and my colleague's in
the Senate and House of Representatives met in Frankfort for the first
organisational session sanctioned by
a 1979 constitutional amendment
We came to the Capitol to elect new
leadership and to appoint committees for the remainder of the interim
— until the 1904 regular session, that
Is. For this session, that was a fairly
easy job since we had elected leaders
and appointed committees during the
1902 aimembly. However, in the
future when another part of the
amendment is implemented, we
won't have as set of a structure to
follow. .and we will have new
members to "educate" and bring into the legislative fold.
The Kentucky Senate re-elected
the same leaders that so ably guided
us through the 1902 session. ineluding
fellow western Kentuckians Helen
Garrett from Paducah and Delbert
Murphy of Owensboro I am very
proud of the job they've done the past
year....and I am sure they will COW
Unue to work to strengthen the Ups
between western Kentucky and the
Capitol.
I also have worked hard during my
13-plus months at office And I have

tried at every feasible point to bring
the services of state government.
closer to my constituents. -The
Capitol Building may be hundreds of
miles away, but state government is
everywhere, and should serve the
constituents of the 1st District as well
as the residents of Frankfort
In order to better serve you. I have
opened a district office in Fancy
Farm where you can reach me, or
my office manager. Monday through
Friday between I a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
The phone number is 1234616 and the
mailing address is Route 2, Fancy
Fenn, 42039. I hope you will feel free
to contact me if you have any problems or suggestions.
One item I would particularly like
your input on is personal-income-tax
reform.
You are peobably aware Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. called a special session
of the Legislature for Jan. 10 to consider such a flat-rate tax measure,
but later postponed the session
because of an error in calculating the
percentage In the interest of our constituents, we decided to cut our
organizational session short by one
day and use that fourth day to convene and immediately adjourn -a
special session. thereby disPosing of
the legal requirement to meet. This
spawned another controversy —

a hettier or not we could moll' the
1-011Vehl11/1 date back. I expect a
lawsuit tale filed in the near future
While I believe in following tffeletter
of the law, the law in this instance. is
not clear. and I do know that our
move. saved the--taxpayerS approx411041 W.000 the amount it could
cost the General Assembl% tic meet
on Jan 10
I do hope that a lesson has been
learned from tins experience, and
that the governor will wait to call a
special session after the matter has
been fully studied by our appropriations and revenue committee. Even
then, I'm not really sure that tax
reform is an emergency matter. requiring the Legislature to. meet in a
costly extraordinary session'
In the meantime. we will go on with
our interim committee work I will
serve on the same coMmittes as
before -- agriculture and natural
resources, banking and insurance,
judiciary-criminal, capital construction and equipment purchase oversight. and the speical subcommitte
on Vietnam veterans
Please -make note of my Fancy
Fenn office number and address,
and contact me if you have questions
relating to these areas or any matter
possibly requiring legislative att.n-
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Corum and Graves vows said at church
Miss Claudia Anne(orurn and Joseph Willom
Graves, Jr.. pledged their
vows of marriage in a
candlelight ceremony on
Saturday, Dec 4 The
wedding was at the Troy
U oiled Methodist(7hureh.
'Troy, Tenn
Parents of the couple
are Mr and Mrs Billy
Corum of Troy. Tenn,.
and Mr and Mrs Joseph
William Graves of Murra)
The church aisle was
lighted with softly glowing tapers surrounded by
greenery and caught with
white • satin boas The
chotr loft was centered
with an arched brass
candelabrum filled with
white tapers and garlanded with polls/mut Ittilon

•

the guest registry.
Lighting the candles
and serving as ushers
were Keith Pardue.
brother-in-law of the
bride. and Terry Doss,
brother-in-law of the
groom

Mrs Karen Edmistion
was organist. Bobby
Parker, guitarist and
vocalist. sang "Let It Be
Me" and "Truly." accompanied by Billy Davis
and Joe Watts on guitars.
The bride
Escorted by her father.
the bride wore a white
silk taffeta gotsin It was
designed with a fitted
bodice that featured a.
scooped neckline outlined
with tiny seed pearls with
a flounce of shiffli lace
trimmed with iridescent
sequins and pearls
The clam- _ rail was
The puffed sleeves
(mimed in greenery tied were lace and pearl aimwith white satin bows med tapering from the
Brass spirals filled with elbow to small scallops
lemon leaf and holding over the hands The full
white taperk were stan- skirt cascaded to a chapel
ding on either sale
length train that Was en• The altar vases were circled with shiffh lace. A
filled with polished lemon matching cummerbund
leaf. ming and leather accented the waist.
leaf foliage Each window
She wore a waltz-length
was lighted with . tapers ve.11.1 of stilt illusion
surrounded with secured to a wreath of
greenery and white satin white silk flowers
s
The bride carried an
Mrs Beth Muse_sister arm bouquet of, bridal
of the bride. presided at pink roses and baby's

breath tied with pink
velvet and white lace
dreamers.
Mrs. Charles
Westbrooks served her
sister as matron of honor
Bridesmaids Were Mrs
Randall Roney of Union
City. Tenn., Miss Angela
Long of Memphis, Tenn..
and Miss Tracey Graves,
sister of the groom.
They were dressed
identical in floor length
pink taffeta skirts with
white lace truruned Victorian blouses and pink
taffeta cummerbunds
Each attendant carried
an arm bouquet of pink
roses with pink and white
streimers
The groom
Jeff Graves, brother of
the groom, was best man.
(;roomsmen were
Steve Winchester. and
Micky McKeel.
The groom and his attendants wore black tuxedoes They had boutonmeres of pink rosebuds
and baby's breath.
Reception
A reception followed in
the Activities Building of
the church
The bride's table was
-covered • with a white
linen cloth covered with
lace
The %lute four tiered
weddir_i_g_ cake was lopped

with a nosegay of pink
roses. The centerpiece
was an arrangement of
pink roses with pink
tapers in a silver
candelabhun. Punch and
finger foods were served.
The' groom's table.
draped in wipe linen,
held a silver coffee ser✓ ice and tiered
candelabrum holding
white-tapers His cake
was designed in the shape
of a baseball
Assisting in serving
were Mrs Debbie Pardue, sister of the bride,
Mrs Debra Doss, sister
of the groom, and Mrs
Jan Stover
titre bags were
distributed by Allison
Albnght. Stephanie Muse
and Jennifer Pardue
'The nevt:
. Mr and Mrs
ORraves-are temporarily
residing in Kingsport.
Tenn Mr Graves plays
professional baseball for
the New York Mets. He
will be returning to St.
Petersburg. Fla., fur spring training in March
Out-of-town guests attending the wedding and
the reception Included the
following
Mrs Wayne Haney.
Krts, Laurie and LuAnne,
Tiptonvtlle, Tenn ; .Mr
and Mrs. Darrell Foust,
Bells. Tenn: Mr. and

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
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Mrs. Steve Belford, Kenton. Tenn.; Mrs. Gene
Kirby. Theodore. Ala.;
Mrs. Bonnie Toibird,
Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Prince, Ricky and Kate,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Bowles
and Kristina, all of Bardwell; Mr and Mrs. Barry
Cardwell. Hickman; Mrs.
Jan McKee!, Marion, III.;
Randy Brown, Memphis.
Tenn.:
Mr. and Mrs. Will
Lawson, Mr. and Mrs.
Fla vil Robertson, Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Carriway, Craig,. Amanda
and Beth. Mrs. Joyce
Thomas. Mrs. Barbara
Williams. Mrs. Ila
Brown, Miss Len Vaughn
and Mrs. Becky Robertson,all of Murray.
_
Rehearsal dinner
Mr and tr_s. J_osejt W..
Graves, parents of the
groom, were hosts for a
rehearsal dinner following the rehearsal on Friday. Dec. 3 This was at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord in Murray
for the couple, their
families, members of the
wedding party and out-oftown guests.
The couple chose this
occasion to present gifts
to their attendants.

3

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Williom Groves, Jr.

Cathy Wallace named food service supervisor'
DOVefth-l'ENN. ---- A
farmer's daughter who
moved to the city has
returned to the country as
Food Service Supervisor
in-Stewart County's new
and only nursing home.
Cathy Wallace, a native
of Elkton, was named
Food Service Su

Prices slashed to the bone!Get KERO-SUN quality
at far below regular retail.

In Tennessee since
November, when Allenbrooke, a 180-bed home in
Memphis, began operations.
- Mrs. Wallace: and'her
husband, Bruce, have
been married 10 years.
They moved to Dover
several months ago after
living in Nashville, Tenn.
She said "she is glad to be

back in a small, town and balanced meals a day.
eagerly anticipates her
Mrs. Wallace is a 1974
new job. I like a graduate of Middle Tenchallenge."
nessee State University,
Her duties at the home Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
include operating food —Sifiere-Ae received a B.S.
services at least 12 hours in food and nutrition.
daily, implementing proShe also attended
cedures related to food David. Lipscomb College,
preparation, preparing Nashville, Murray State
menus and seeing that University and Austin
residents get three well- Peay State University.

Wallace

NOW $11995

by Jacob Cureton, transitional administrator of
Manor House in Dover
during the construction
phase-out. The home.opens this month.
Manor House is managed by Southern Medical
Services of Birmingham,
Ala. The facility is the second one opened by SMS

NOW 519995
WAS $2499

RECITAL WINNERS — Receiving awards for awing recital performances at
the recent recital by students of Mrs. Linda Wright were, left to right,front row,
Beth Henninger, Wendy Ihnotherman, Brian Rudolph, Julie Baker, back row,
Mrs. Wright. Kola Conley and Ws Oswalt.

WAS $ 1 799.

Wright students featurectin recital

NOW $20495
WAS $2599

Mrs. Linda Wright
recently held her annual
holiday recital in the
chapel of the First Baptist Church.
Private piano, voice
and organ students participating included the
following:
Benjamin Wright, Jennifer Wright. Misty Ern@therm. Julie Waldrop,
Wendy Sniotherman,
Shelly
,Workman, Roger
c.iverel sealer 71134114
Hutson, Elizabeth Mar-

NOW $23995

quardt, Beth Henninger,
Mary Lucille Smith,
Heather Boyd,Kern ConIcy, Shelly Rudolph,
Brian Rudolph, Kim
Bynum, Kela Conley, Annit. Peeler, Lisa Oswalt
and Julie Baker.
Student. who sang
from Eastwood Christian
School included Benjamin Wright, Brad
Treas, Kern Conley, Jennifer Wright. Kele Conley, Mary Anne Todd and

Omni 105'
1 *.s.

WAS $299"
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Kristina Todd.
•
Accompanists included
Lisa Oswalt. piano;
Joyce Johnson, piano;
Rosetta Todd,trumpet.
Those receiving performance awards for the
previous spring recital included Kele Conley and
Lisa Oswalt, first; Beth
Henninger and Julie
Baker, second; -- Brian
Rudolph, third; Wendy
Smotherman.fourth.
Certificates were
presented to each person
who performedin the
previous recital.
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The WM./ of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church
met for the study of the
Week of Prayer for
Foreign Missions recintly at the church.
"Look At the Fields"
was the theme of the pro.

gram.

Itti;

Taking part in the program discussions were
Louise Short. Ruby IPannia. Lorene McCuiston.

Sue Campbell. Mortal
Wright, Helen Maid%
Star* Weds and Opal
The calendar of
was give* bit I:.
Wriabt.
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datebook
Temple Hill elects officers
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons recently elected new officers at a meeting
at the lodge hall.
They are Stanley Scott, master; Rickey Harris,
senior warden; Eddie Janes. junior warden; Cecil
Taylor. treasurer: Charlie Lassiter. secretary;
Robert Jourdan, senior deacon; Lubie Parrish.
Junior deacon; Carl Dalton. senior steward; Devid
Holt, junior steward; Phil Wale. tiler; Larry
Roberts. chaplain; John Grogan. marshal!.

Front Porch Swing to meet
Front Porch Swing, a women's barbershop
singing group, will meet Thursday, Jan. 13. at 7
p.m. at the First Christian Church. Lame Clark is
director of this group of women who meet to sang
barbershop harmony each week and also who perform at various church.school and civic events.

Discount cords available

Community calendar

Tuesdp.Jan. 11
TIPIPisy, Jan. 11
Tuesday.Jim. 11
at
Kappa Department of
Board of Directors of Assistants will meet
Woman's Club
Calloway Chapter of 7.30 p.m in third floor Murra
American Red Cross will classroom of M urray - will meet-at 7 p m atclub
meet at 4 p.m. at Calloway County Hopital'house
Calloway Public Library
Murray TOPS take off
Murras Duplicate
Coidwiter Baptist
sensibly i Club Bridge Club v. ill meet at 7
pounds
Church Women will meet
%%ill meet at 7 pm at pm at Gleason Hall
at 7 p m. at church
Health Center
North rah and Payne
ormation
Streets
will
Cub Seed Pack 57
Group III of, First call
489-7.244 or 7534345
meet at Carter School Christian Church ('WE
--Gym at 7 p.m.
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous
with Mrs Dan McKeel.
BYW of WestsicV Bap- with program by Bet, will meet at 8 pm in
western portion of
tist Church will meet at Hale
Livestock and Exposition
home of Patsy Neale at 7
Center
Misrsay Star Chapter
Lake
Kentucky
No. 433 Order of the
Bethel Baptist Bible
Chapter of American Eastern Star will meet at
Study will be at 6 p m at
Association of Medical 7 30p iii at lodge hall
home of .1/avid Cunningham. Utterback Road

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens have
kicked off their 1963 Senior Citizens Discount Card
Program. The 1963 blue cards are available at the
Senior Citizens office located at the St. John's
Episcopal Church. 1620 West Main St.
Donations are accepted but if a senior citizen cannot afford to make the 13 donation, he or she will
receive the card at no charge. To be eligible for the
discount card, an individual must be 60 years of age
or older and live in Murray and Calloway County.

•••••••.,••=m•

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pritchard, Rt. 1, Farmington.
are the parents of a son, Mitchell Wayne. born Sunday,Jan.2.at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Billy Osborne
and Mr. and Mrs. Aron Pritchard, Rt. 1, Farmington.

Camp 592 will meet

John Wade has been appointed by Gov Lamar
Alexirer as commissioner of tourism for the
state of Tennessee
Wade is the grandson of
the late John W. and Alhe
Gilbert Wade and a
descendant of Rimester
Wade, early pioneer of
Calloway . County for
whom the first county
seat, Wadesboro, was
named.
The new commissioner is an outstanding
business and civic leader
whose proven marketing
abilities in the car dealer
business will be an asset

Camp 592 of Woodmen of the World will meet
Thursday, Jan. 13, at 6 p.m. at Joe's Family
Restaurant. Highway 121 North. All members are
urged to attend. a spokesman said.

Events at F.trst
Presbyterian Church will
be choir practice at 6
pirn . youth group at 6 30
p m and session meeting
at 7 30p ni
- - -Circles of First United
Methodist l'hurrti wilt
meet as folio% s
'Wesleyan with Dr Alice.
Huth
Koenecke at 7 p
- Wilson at churl II arid
Hannah with Susie r
Jinni's, both at 7 to p mi
Singles Class will meet
_
at Seventh and
Thursday • Jan 13
in promoting Ten- at 7 p.m
•
of
Front Porch Swing will
nessee." said (Iov Alex- Poplar Church Christ
meet at 7 p ni at First
ander in a Nashville
will
Guild
Art
Murray
Church
Christian
newspaper article.
meet at 6.30 p in at the
succeeds
Wade
guild. North Sixth Street.
Camp 592 of Woodmen
Etherage Parker of Hart
of
the World will meet at ii
is
who
settle. Tenn
Wednesday, Jan 12
p in at Big Joe's Family
returning to private
Homemakers Club, Restaurant
business.
will meet its follow,
The new appointee Pacers at Jerry 'S
Murray:Chapter Ni lr2
heads a department of 183 Restaurant at 9 30 rim
Ho)al Arch Masons
workers
Pottedown at C411))nlal scheduled to meet at 7 to
Wade and his wife. House Smorgasbord at 10 p m at lodge hall
Nancy, have three ions -a.m.. New Concord at
l'arents Anon)mous
Stockade at II
and reside -on Windsor
Drive, Nashville. He is a.m.. Harris Grove at itill niec-t at 6 30 pm For
information call 759-1087the son of Jean Allen Ellis Center at 1 p iii
Wade and the late South Pleasant (:rove or 7534089:
.with luta Hutson at I_ lit
William Wade
Mothers Morning out
p.m
still be at 8.30 a ni at
(;ood Shepherd Unite.i
urray -('a I 1014 a
County Ministerial Methodist Church
personal interview with Association will meet at 1
Mothers Day Out will
the program director and p.in. in conference room
at 9 a DI at First Rapbe
oway.
Murray-Vall
of
a guidance couselor Ad- list(*hatch
mission. will be made at- County Hospital
.cording to. pros tiling reSenior Citizens at
Grandparents Day for
- quirements are met, on a
will be from 10
bvities
5
be
anti
Will
3
1,
Grades
first come basiS
Meryl
Applications can be at East. North and a in to 2 p in at
and
Centers
Douglas
and
placed in the school's Southwest Elementary
at
registrar's office between Schools Reservations for from 10 a In to 3 p iii
Ells
Center.
s
the hours of 8 alti to 4 lunch at $1 10 Rer personk
through shOuliT be made no later
Friday,. Each applicant is than Tuesday at3 p in
-•
asked to bring a small
Free blood prCssure
snapshot to attach to the
application, pay. $8 for cheeks will be given for
test tfrid bring a copy ,if Senior Citizens at Hazel
appropriate transcripts Communify -Center from
10 a m to 1 p m
at time of application

Vocational-Technical School
taking course applications

The Health (ccupations Department of West
Kentucky State
Parents Anonymous will meet Thursday, Jan. 13.
V oc ational-TOchnical
at 6:30 irnr. The place of the meeting is not anSchool. Highway 62-West,
nounced publicly to honor the confidentality of the
Paducah, now is accepself-help group for parents having any type of proting applications for all of
blem regarding their children. For information as
its currently active proto the meeting place. persons may call 759-1067 or
grams.
753-6089.
These include Practical
Nursing. Respiratory
-Therapy. SurgiiT
Girls between the ages of 14 and 18 will be corn=
Technician,' Dental
peting for the state title of Kentucky's Perfect Teen
Assistiqg and Medlcal
on May 15 at the Hyatt Regency, Lexington. The
AssisOnt.
winner of the pageant will receive a $500 U.S. SavThe Medical Assistant
ings bond plus an all expense paid trip to Myrtle
will begin April
Program
Beach. S.C., Oct. 8 to 11, where she will represent
rest will begin
the
All
11
Kentucky and vie for the national title of
first Monday of
the
"America's Perfect Teen." Hollywood TV PerAugust.
sonality Chuck Woolery will be national master of• Applicants must be 17
ceremonies.
years or older, a high
Judging will be based on poise, personality,
school graduate or the
character, leaderhip and beauty. There is no talent
and take the
'equivalent
should
information
entry
for
Requests
competition.
P.
C.P
test.
be received within 14 days by writing America's
Appointments for test
Perfect Teen, National Headquarters, 330 - 20th St.,
dates can be made at the
Huntington, W.Va., 25703 or call 1-304-525-3674. The
time of application. The
current Kentucky's Perfect Teen, Dustin Meek of
applicant must be in good
Ashland, will be present to crown her successor.
health, proVicie
of
Ford
Felecia
is
1982
of
America's Perfect Teen
references and have a
Big Spring, Texas.

PA to meet Thursday

Teen pageant scheduled

Penny Homemakers meet at Johnson home
Also present were
Violet Johnson opened presented by Murrell
Mauderia Butterworth,
her home for the Madrey.
Marelle Farleas gave a Ruth Parker, Helen Cole
December meeting of the
Penny Homemakers reading on "What and.Artie Morris
Christmas I Remember
Club.
The club will meet
The devotion was given
A potluck luncheon was Monday, Jan. 17. at 1
by Kathryn Walker.
served. Gifts were ex- p.m. at the home of Mrs
Farless.
Landscape -notes were changed.

Weil•

Sign language class planned
at university on Thursdays
A sign language class
to teach basic skills for
communicating with deaf
people will be offered at
Murray State University
On Thursday evenings for
12 weeks beginning Jan
20.
To meet from. 6 to- 1
p.m. in the Adult Learning Center in Room 206 of
Stewart. Stadium. the
non-credit class is sponsored jointly by the Division of Adult Education of
the Kentucky De-part.
ment of Education, the
Kentucky School for the
Deaf and Murray State.

•

toattend Western Ken..tucky University and major in communications.
The first runner-up was
Karen Sue Skeens, 17, of
Ashland.
Second runner-up was
Laura Catherine Cary,
17,of Bowling Green.
Third runner-up was
Page Atkins, 18, of
Lawrenceburg. Miss
Atkins also won a Spirit of
MLss award.
Junior
proved by the Office of
rwifier-up was
Fourth
Management and Budget
17, of
Stockton,
Susan
before it is published in
Morganfield.
the Federal Register. It
The pageant was held
will take effect 30 dayii
Van Meter Auditorium
at
after the date of public.at Western.
Von.

01)411
IS .

an

to

in-

terested person 16 years
of age or older The only.
ciist to the student is a 85
book fee Interested persons should enroll before
or no later than _the first
cla.ss meeting
'Glen Hendren.
director of rehabilitation
,education at Murray
Slats, will teach the
class.
Anyone who is in1erestecl may enroll or 01)lain additional informs.lion by calling the Adult
Learning Center at Murray State,7624971

"YOU ARE CORDIALLY
- INVITED TO ATTEND..."
Wedding invitations on on important port of On
mornage Today -couples don't want to mirror o,
copy anyone ekes ideas they wont something tho.
says I m different'' •
Ressonolizois the wadd•Ins eseo-etton /ream
many things There are choices to be made
paper. color shop*, ond even in the way it opens
or folds whet style of lettering and even the colo,
of the ink Most important how will it be worded
• Are parents divorced and is-suing the invitotior
iointly or not") Are both sets of parents sharing e.
;wises and wish to be mentioned on the invitation
-Many questions :an be answered by clerks in the
stores who offer the service of wedding stationary
Although there are a lot of happy brides at.'
grooms to be not all of them are calm 8ut the e•
omplects invifations you will see will help eliminate
the fears you will hove about writing out the for
,not Emily Post is handy to keep around • but
ion • be afraid to be creative le your own
,reatrve-tdects flaw' - When beginninr) to shop hove on idea in mind of
what things you want on your invitation Also yo,
need to have the date time and place of the wed
ling already set
theAmlloowutup to two weeks for delivery of the Iowa
'ions and a month before the wedding to ma0

Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 1 49
•

d•

0.,

While seleoing tp,lese-ttepts you should consider
ordering paper napkins matches .ups and othei
nei essity vie, es for 'he •e, p'p

If you have comrnont• 3r
gwostions, we would op
precis,. hearing from you •

hissbers
/kV
• '• •
402-$34$

NUA
E
)
eLEA R NC.

Designer Jeans
Women's Jrs. 3-15
Women's Misses 4-18
Women's Queen Waist 32-42
Men's Jeans 27-40
$1 350
All Styles lacieded

Hours II a.m. to 5 p.m.

111 East_ Poplar

Joultri 11101
Staitt11
Hocks & Butts

lb

$4.tj

Si00 AM • 1000 PIA
SIMI AM •I1:30 PN
Siell AM • 130 PM

COUNTRY NAM & EGG
& BISCUITS & GRAVY
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89
$107

31b Bo.
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$ 1 946
Overt., lbs 14 Lb lot

Sides of Choice Beef

IIIMAKFAST SPKIAL

•

LANDOLT
LTD.

100% Pere Gemmed Beef
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Asst.
113-131I

7 5 3 454 1

Sausage
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Embryo(Wised 753-3071
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WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS
Ana rit bring hoilpful information plus cards
you car redeem for moss gins at local businesses. My visors friendly calf at no cost
or obligatoon to you Asal segegodI New
to visit you at your
,Moved? rd
Went
convionsinc•

•

tl) (red.( tir.43C

Soleil St titre
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WELCOME WAGONt
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VISIT YOU

•
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Reception cards inforsmals and thank you s
should not be over looked These items ore
,v-firing
o eceinthmealtncvhitinol,ocnos_lors design and 4
ilabln
to efth
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Parental notification ruling
expected by official this week
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Health and Human ,)Services Secretary Richard
S. Schweiker said Monday be will give final approval for a rule requiring federally funded
family plaruming agencies to notify a parent or
guardian if a minor
receives a prescription
contraceptive.
The rule is part of a
series of rules designed to
encourage family participation in the use of
these family planning
services, the department
said.
The rule requiring
parental notification was
published last Feb. 11.
More than 120,000 individuals and organisations commented on the
proposals.
Anti-abortion groups
cottoned that the rule
didn't go far enough since
It didn't require partite'
consent. Pro-abortion
groups argued that the
rule amounted to an invasion at privacy.
The rale must be ap-

It

Grivaip;
Babbles From Bobbie

ir

Connie Melissa Alley named as Junior Miss
state this summer at the
national pageant in
Mobile, Ala.
Alias Alley, who attends
Ballard High School, was
chosen over 35 other contestants from around the
state. She said she plans

Thursday-Jan.-13
Thursday,Jan. 13 ,
West Kentucky Golden Pund Visitors
Amateur Astronomers ('enter, Land Between
will meet at 7 p In at the Lakes

Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade

John Wade appointed

Mitchell W. Pritchard born

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky (AP) — Connie
Melissa Alley, a17-year-•
old high school senior
from Louisville, was
chosen as Kentucky's
Junior Miss on Sunday.
She will represent the

Wednesday.Jan. 12
Douglas Center will be
open for activities by
Senior Citizens from to
„.
a in to 2 p m

A

Guaranteed Tender
No Owego !or Cetn's. Wrenn*.
Amnion

Hind Quarters
Fore Quarters

„$1 25
125%150lb $1 311
12StelSOK.S 11

191.

Wholesale & Retail Meat
,

Manny, Ky.
•
301 M 1 AA
Sa•-"cod 6-1 1. flters-Set. 2

GIBSON HAM CO.

153-1 1
We Accept Peed
7 ii.o.•S p.a. litee.-Frl.
-Stases
St.
107'11. 3rd
s.a.•12 p.n. Sec
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WALIMART
"Craft
Of-The
Month"

Procter & Gambh?
Join Together To Sup
Wonder
Crochet Cord

SaInJs
Knit Jersey Stripes and Solids
by Burlington
TeffifIL

SperLP Oly
Procter & Gamble
will contribute 5C for
every coupon redeemed
by January 22, 1983
Up to a Total of
$500,000

•

:• •
Wondra
Hand Lotion
Save An Additional

254
With Your Procter
Gamble Coupon
Wben Yaw Buy
Any Size.

2.37
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Fuse 'N Fold•
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Bounce
Fabric Softener
•40 Count 'Limit 2
Save An Additiqnal

200
With Your Proclot
Gamble Coupon
Whon You Buy
Any Ws

Oct. 1,19
.1,82 Feb. 1,1983
Grand Prize Wrier $150 Gift Certificate
Regional Winners $50 Gift Certificate
Store Winners $25 Gift Certitioate
Come to your local Wal-Mart for details
• Co-sponsored by Poly-Fil
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.Save An Additional
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Any Size

Elmer's School
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Shampoo
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Wool
Skirts

)n.11

Limited
Quantitie5„--Ladies

Flannel
Shirts

SKIN LOTION
PROVEN EFFECTIVE
FOR DORY SI4IN PIE LIEF

Sizes 32-44

Limited Quantites

9.0011.50

By Dickie

Girls Robes
Crest Toothpaste
•,
•-•
. •
FIU

Save An Additional
With Your Procter
Gamble Coupon Wh n
You Buy Any Size

Jan'
CLEARAN
WAL•MART

Dozens of items have been reduced! Now you can save even more at vvai-mart!

Special Selection

Limited Selection

Limited Selection

Assorted

Ladies
Gowns
Boys
Sweaters

Limited Selection
One Rack

Men's Dickie

30% off

Corduroy
Shirts

Ladies
Sweaters

9.00

Cookie
Jars

8-Track

7.00

Carrying
Case...

Men's

Ladies
Denim Sherpa
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13.50 Scuffs..

7.62
_217.00

30% oft
6.00
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Greene leads on with 21

MHS falls to Henry Co.,59-52
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
The Murray High Lady
Tigers found themselves
just a little late on the
draw Monday night, as a
last-half comeback fell
short of their Henry
County In (guests 59-52

- t least we showed a lot
"There, at a certain \
), if of character coming back
point I fourttj quarter.
did."
we'd had things bounce like
The
ts were plagued
our way a couple of tunes
we would have been in the with a ow shooting
ballgaine until the end. percentage the opening
to Henry
We would have had a shot half, 29 per
from
to win it." • said Lady County's 44
Tiger coach Jim Harrell.. the field, whic forced

•

Murray to swallow an 16point deficit at halftime.
Harrell said he moved
his team into a man-toman pressure defense in
the last half and tried to
force things to happen.
-We were behind far
enough we had
,to gamble ," said Harrell.
"Maybe we need to play
more man-to-man and
keep them going
Mid-way through the
(Nal frame the Lady
Tig
had batUed to
wi
six points of their
guests t time ran out on
the bray comeback attempt
pinned the
Tigers with
ir fourth
loss in nine ou
Harrell said
believed Henry County's ame
plan was to cut off
Monica Greene, t
Tigers big inside scorer.
However. Greene, who
struggled offensively in
The first half with four
points, bounced back to
lead all scorers with 21
and uphold her average
of 20.7 points a game,tops
in the region.
Greene said her shots
were falling like bricks in
the first two periods.
Donna Rousse, who is
the No.5 scorer in the
region, finished the contest with 19 points, her
average. Diana Ridley
rounded out the scoring
attack with eight points
and pulled down eight rebounds, only one shy of
(;reene who led the team
with.nine.
In junior varsity action
Sherri Swift led the Lady
Tigers in Scoring with six
of her team's 10 points in
a 20-10 loss to the Henry
countians Gar Nola
liorriri
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ON THE BREAK — Tammi Trees(11)guides her Lady Lakers on a break against Livingston Central Monday at Calloway County. Tress led all scorers with U.but her team dropped a 52-61 decision. Following Tress
Is teammate Terri Malcolm who snared 14 rebounds and had 10 points in the losing effort.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Lost second shot beats CCHS
By JIM
Sports Edi
(13
A 25-foot shot
left canned the ht, . of
Calloway County's La
Lakers as they droppt
52-51, to visiting Livtngston Central Monday
night
Forward Lisa Tabor
was the miracle worker
for Livingston hitting
nine other field goals plus
one foul shot for 21 total
points in the victory Livingston Central improved
to 7-9 overall while the
Lady Lakers ended a winning streak of .three
games and fell to 4-5.
Tammy Treas wars the
night's high scorer with
22. She propelled
Calloway to as much as a
nine-point, lead early in
the game. In the second
period she hit seven of
eight free throws but Livingston chopped away

right before the midway
Malcolm had 14 repoint to trail only 30-28 at bounds for the night.
the half
Livingston played for
Livingston took the the final shot with :10
lead. 38-36, with 3:41 left showing and Tabor put
in the third period on a the game away with a low
)eena Fugate move in: trajectory 25-footer from
s e. Fugattftrushedwnth the corner- The buzzer
17 o,,ints for the*game.
sounded before (7alloway
Fr
there Livingston could bring the ball in('ontr9ltel its own destiny bounds.
with ira way valantly • CCHS coach John Orr
fighting to ep the pace. was disappointed in the
The Lady Lakers finally loss saying his girls
overcame the\ visitors allowed themselves to be
after trailing by five. 50- put in a one-shot, win or
45, with 4:03 to play. .
lose situation. Treas crashed the lane
"I don't think we're
twice for big bucket.§.,, mentally tough enough
closing the gap to one. 50- yet," Orr said.
49, arid with 27 seconds \\In examining his
remaining she went to the teit'Ist progress from the
line to shoot two foul first the year and conshots. She rimmed both, sidering, the number of
but Tern Malcolm grabb-- underclaUtamen the Lady
ed the second rebound Lakes have, Orr is
and the ensuing stickback. relatively happy with his
gave COIS their. final program's success.
lead. 51-50.
"Actually I'm trEkled to

Both Calloway Middle School teams win at
FINDING THE RANGE — Murray High's Monica Greens (shooting)
recovered from a 4-point first half to total 21 by the game's end and lead her
squad in scoring. However, the Lady Tigers fell short of a victory, losing to
visiting Henry County, Tenn.,54-62.
Staff photo by Chris Evans

The boys basketball
team of Calloway County
Middle School boosted
their record to 3-1 with an
easy 48-15 'win at
Hickman Middle School
Monday night.
Tony Strike ted the

DENNISON HUNT'S

Warm-Up
d Sale

Lakers with 17 points and
nine rebounds. 'Coach
Burch Kinsolving added
that Chad Stubblefield
had a "real good defensive game for us," as he
made five steals and
three assists.
Chris Dodd had four rebounds and two assists
for Calloway.
Calloway Middle's next
game is Thursday at
home against Benton.
The girls game begins at

630 p.m and the.boys
game is scheduled to immediately follow.
In the girls' game,
Christy .,Darnell topped
all scorers with 20 points
as the Lady Lakers
defeated Hickman 45-35
to remain undefeated at
44.
Darnell, who also had
three steals and four rebounds, was followed by
Tabatha Johnson with
eight; Christy Anderson,

death with where we are
now ( 4-51, but I'm
definitely not. satisfied
and I don't want my girls
to be either. I want us to
be like the kid in the candy store who takes five
pieces. of candy when you
offer him four and then
leave the jar in front of
him.
"If someone says, • *Go
ahead and take some
wins
I bppe we're going:to- be grabbing for
handfuls and not be
satisfied with just four or
five."
Game Stela
al Callaway Coolly
CAIJA MAY .S1.
Ire..
6-11 72 114.14,4m 3 OA 10
Hook. 4 1 $ 9 eballuilurr, 4 001
urs, tur•ter 0 1 9 Tram totals 21
9 63 SI
LrVITIGSTO•4 CENT
samg.r. Io4
Tab."'
10 1 4 21 lung II 24 2
alhoun 6 Ill
utat• 7 34 :7 Denm 0 1 2
Tram
totals 21 1•Z3 12
1144111444w
I Iulk.al
.,m14 I 4$. II' •

till: •

2 re

rasoirr P41)

ckman

seven points, nine rebounds; Liz Marquardt,
six points, five assists;
and Marsha Grimes, four
points, 10 rebounds.
Denise Gaston led

Hi man with nine
polnt3 The Lady Leiters
shot 52 percent from the
free thrmiline and 50 percent from theiield.

Yanks can't open in Denver
NEW YORK I AP) The may not play their home=••„,
Yankees are as much a opening series in Denver,
part of New York as Cen- a State Supreme Court
tral Park and the Statue judge has ruled.
(Continued on page 9)
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•TRS40 Model III Computer with
Keyboard and Monitor cap- yen
•0110.100 Dot Slietrix Printer
(21.1253)for Letters and Reports
•CC0141 Cases,* Recorder(2642011)
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*Bonnie
*Winning Ways

•Pao
•Adidas
*Court Casual
*WM.Stag
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MAW Instruction Tapes(20.2015)
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Big break and free throws lead UK to OT win
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Coach Joe B. Hall called it a break, and the
Kentucky Wildcats got it
just in time to survive a
scare and secure a halfgame lead in the
Southeastern Conference
basketball race.
Charles Hurt's basket
at the buzzer forced an
overtime period in which
the Wildcats drilled 10
consecutive free throws
to trim Mississippi State
5943 Monday night* in a
battle for the conference
Lead.
Hurt's basket came
after he stripped an inbounds pass intended for
State's Kalpatrick Wells.
The Kentucky player
chased the loose ball.
toward the goal and convertets layup as the horn
sounded-to knot the game
at 47.
'It was nice to get a'
break, especially on the
road, and we did
tonight," said Hall, who
saw his Wildcats go to 112 overall and 3-1 in the
SEC.

The regionally televised game was the feature
attraction on a threegame card starting the
second week of the conference race, with road
teams sweeping victories
after an opening week
when only two teams
managed to win an the
road.
In other action, Tennessee trimmed Louisiana State 59-58 on a
four-point play by Dale
Ellis with 2.23 to play and
Georgia, using a scrapping defense that forced 25
turnovers. downed
Mississippi 6843.
The action left Kentucky with its half-game
lead over Tennessee and
two idle teams, Auburn
and Florida, all with 2-1
SEC records.
State had taken a 47-45
lead over the Wildcats
with six seconds remaining in regulation on a rebound layup by Kelvin
Hildreth. Kentucky inbounded the ball to the
backcourt hash mark and
took a time out with five
seconds to go, but the

Wildcats had a turnover
when Dickie Beal was
unable to toss in the ball
in the required five
seconds.
State then tried to get
the ball to Wells to run out
the clock, but Hurt stripped it away and scored at
the buzzer. Derrick Hord
and Diclue Beal each had
four free throws in the extra period and Melvin
Turpin added two. The
Cats hit all 19 of their free
throw attempts in the
gerrie
Jim Master led Kentucky, 11-2. with 14 points
and Jeff Malone. who
fouled out with 13.21 left
in regulation, had 12 for
State..9-4 and 2-2
"I don't know if Malone
staying in the ball game
would have made a difference in the outcome,"
said Hall
thought our
defense adjusted to him
and kept the ball away
from him pretty much
while he was in there."
Coach Bob Boyd of
Mississippi State said he
thought films would show
Wells was held on the

final inuouno.. ;nay ot
regulation
"It was a good effort by
our team," he said
"More times than not
when yeti are ahead with
five seconds to play, you
are going to win."
Georgia, 10-2 and 1-2.
took control against Ole
Miss when the Rebels
went scoreless for seven
minutes in the second
half. Vern Fleming led
the Bulldogs with 23
points and Gerald Crost,
had 18 Carlos Clark and
Eric Laird each tallied 14
for the Rebels. and 2-2
We just had a mental
breakdown," said Coach
Lee Hunt of the Rebels'
turnovers "We were i ust
so careless in our kin
It u
hindling
frustrating from a
coaching standpoint.''
The victory ended a
two-game losing streak.
all on the road, for
(;e)rgia
"I am very pleased :mit
hapo _because we have
one of the most difficult
opening schedules in the
league," said Georgia
Coach Hugh Durham

We came into Oxford
and beat these guys when
the5' were on la roll The
final score was an exaggeration of the way that
the game was played
This game was a lot more
difficult than - I5-point
win"
Ellis' four-point pia
ended the scoring at
Baton Rouge Then'ennessee star hit a layup
and ISU's John Tudor
was called for a flagrant
foul I ,SU had several opportunities after that. but
either turned (Wrr the
ball or missed shots
Ellis scored 2.3 points
for the Vols, 14-1! and
Howard Carter had lt for
.tit'. 9-6 and 1-3
Tennessee blea lea,1s
of 10 and 7 points in the
second half, before wino,
nig
-This gaine aas a
classic example of one
team playing poorlv
Tennessee
andv,the
ot her tea in IIIin ),.!
IA Of-Se,
said Coach I ion
ieV0e of the Vol,,
can't give Kan ICS
.1%4.1
arid it gave one
a-way tonight,'" said
'oa-ch I /ale Brown -of
I.SU -We're still in the
Christmas spirit.'•
Two games are on
tonight's agenda_
coach." firmly denic( Vanderbilt at Alabama
that, the end of Vermcd's and Florida at South
reign meant the trid of his Florida
ownership of the call)
"What I meant was
that he was my last coach
as long as he wanted to be
here," Tose said
Vermeil. whose _contract ran until 1985, said
he Would work in the club
offices for several weeks
to help Campbell get
oriented and indicated he
Might also serve the
Eagles as a scout
otherwise, V e rine it
said,"I don't have a job,"
although he added that he
would be interested in offers to serve as an announcer for NFL network
broadcasts
.Campbell said he planned to continue Vermeil's
coaching policies but added, "There will be some
things I will do

Vermeil'burned out, quits Eagles
PHILADELPHIA
AP
— Seven years as head
coach of the Philadelphia
Eagles have left Dick
Vermeil ;burned outl'
and'headed out of`the National Football League.
"I'm my own worst
enemy." Vermeil, a 46year-old self-confessed
workaholic, said at a
news conference Monday
at which he announced he
was quitting.
Eagles' defensive coor
dirvitor -Marion ':Swamp
'Fox" Campbell, 53, a
former Atlantat head
coach, was immediately
named by owner Leonard
lose as Vermeil's successor. At the same time,
lose denied rumors the
Alub was for sale.
'
1 "I'm far too intense ..
too - emotional," said
Vermeil, whose oncewinning team, a partici-

pant in Super Bowl XV,
fell to 3-6 in this strikeshortened season.
Vermeil, dressed in a
short-sleeve sport shirt
and standing at the same
lectern in the Veterans'
Stadium press club where
he usually sparred with
reporters at Monday
post-game briefings, appeared pale. Tears
glistened in his eye as his
emotions forced him
twice to stop while he
made his announcement.
"I've made a lot of
mistakeS' and probably
the most vivid mistake is
I've set -a pace for 23
years that it may not be
possible to keep through
the 10 years of the professional contract," said the
one-time head coach at
UCLA.
"That's why I say I'm
burned out ... I think it's

time ... I iiave ne.‘er
coached football for a living. Coaching football has
been a way of life for me
and my family."
Vermeil choked with'
tears and came to a halt
in mid-sentence as he
said, "I hope very much
that my immediate
friends ... the management
the coaches
my players can unders:
tand where I'm corning
from.
"I love these guys, -I
love these people. all the
people in the Eagles
organization. And.it's not
an easy thing to say goodbye to them."
lose, 6 6 , the
businessman-owner o?
the Eagles who once
described Vermeil, whom
he hired after seeing him
coach UCLA in a bowl
game, as his "last

Sampson reached his
boiling point last Saturday night in the secondranked Cavaliers' 83-64
Atlantic Coast Conference, victory at
Maryland. The two-time
All-American drew two
technical fouls as a result
of an elbow-throwing incident..
Because he feels it's
time to find a way to keep
big men from getting
pushed around unfairly
under the basket, Holland
said he talked Sunday
about the problem with
Fred Barakat,supervisor
of ACC basketball officials.
"I asked him to take a
close look and try to

determine what to do to and- lost his balance. As
keep it from happening he fell to the floor, he was
It's a no-win situation elbowed by Maryland's
People used to gripe that Mark Fothergill No foul
we were too whistle- was called.
"The only reason I was
happy in this league
We're all frying to find a upset Saturday was that
we had the best possible
solution," Holland said.
officiating) crew and we
The first technical was
called on Sampson for still had an incident It's a
protesting after he was very difficult situation,
called for swinging his and !something to be conelbows while grabbing a cerned about," Holland
rebound. He was hit with said.
"Ralph hasn't shown
a second technical when
he slammed the ball to himself to be a
tempermental person.
the floor.
The outburst was trig- He's managed to keep his
gered by an incident at composure. for the most
the other end of the court part under unbelievable
moments earlier, when circumstances. When he
Sampson became pinned reacts, it says there's
between three Terrapins something wrong"

Yanks...
(Contimied from page

II

"Taking major league
baseball on tour, Mr.
Steinbrenner, is an idea
whose time has not yet
come," Justice Richard
S. Lane said Monday
while issuing his ruling
against the move.
Yankees principal
owner George Steinbrenner said in a statement
that he found the judge's
comparison of the
Yankees to other timehonored New York institutions "most reassuring ... The Yankees and
their fans everywhere
certainly have to be
pleased to learn from the
court what we have
always maintained."
SteMbrenner reiterated
his claim that he arranged the Denver openers at
the suggestion
New
York City officials. He
Mid the officials advised
him to make "contingency plans" because
renovations at Yankee
Stadium might Warfare
with e.:
The Yankees bad
agreed to bold off on their
agreement to play their
home opener in Denver,
which has no major
League baseball teamomtil the legal dlopils;_was_

of

resolved
Lane asserted that playing the three games in
Denver would shake the
morale of Yankee fans as
well as New York City's

"standing at the top."
Lane said he agreed
with New York City officials that the baseball
team would be violating
its Yankee Stadium lease
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Holland says it's not all Sampson's fault
CHARLOTTESVILLE,
Va. ( AP ) — Virginia
Coach Terry Holland admits he's biased on the
subject of Ralph Sampson, but says coaches and
officials should take a
hard look at what's going
on underneath the
backboards.
"Nobody's right or
wrong. But there's two
sides to the coin,—
Holland told a news conference Monday which
dealt mostly with recent
incidents involving the 7foot-4 Sampson.
"We're not saying
Ralph is right, but he's a
human being. Everybody
has a boiling point,"
Holland added.
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- 1 Reduce current taxes
•
while setting aside
retirement money...

by playing the Detroit
Tigers at Denver's Mlle
High Stadium April 11-13
— when the Yankees are
scheduled to play at
home-.

JANUARY

January 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th til noon

Wild Bird Food

25% off
(Fan Forced)

Electric Heaters
SALE

Model TR-28 1300-1500 watt 43.50 Reg.

32.92
K16 HT 900-1500 watt 57.00 Reg. 43.29 SALE
Titan Heater 35.30 Reg.
25.95 SALE

Redi-Grip Snow Tires
G78x14
42.40
loel • ce6
V` •(As'
42.40
G78115
A78x13
32.30
1 ‘

Ok
1.0es \

Price L Sales tax 8. Federal exise tax
includes mounting and balancing

All Southern States Bag Feeds
Rabbit - Chicken - Horse - Hog Cow - Dog - Cat

A.P.R. Financing
On All 1983
CathIlac Cad-Olds-Pont. 8i Buicks
See Us For
The Best Deal

, 185

50c

off per SO lb. bog

Stock Tank De-icers Reg-. 25.7520.59 SALE

Murray

753-1423

Industrial Road
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An Open Response
to
John Ed Pearce
Murray,KY-

and his December 12

/11111•111••••rm.

AN
ALL
KENTUCKY
CITY

Courier-Journal Article on Calloway County
Dear Mr. Pearce:
Despite year doweeniog artkW in The Coorier-Joinsal
Magazine of Sootily, Dec. 12, there has been no detectable exodus from Calloway Comfy in Hoe sassing days.
People here are not persooded that yea, from a distooce of
250 or so miles, have the worts end woofers of on COO•
menity in better focus than the folks who live here day-by•
day .
Yov olnioesly set oat to prove something.. for some
reason not so obvious. Aed you dWilot what yea. proved
was something oboist yoorself, not anything abort
Calloway County. Yoe proved that no writer shield ever
take the infallibility of his joonsalistk skills for wonted.
Not that yew lacked ingenioosoess with words, for ye,
demonstrated that talent 10 obsondani supply. In feet, it
was masterful how yoe both promoted and denied the hick;
town end redneck Wove oat of the some typewriter.
However, year perception and sometimes eves the
factvel accuracy of yogr infonaistioo are met nearly so admirable. Maybe it wus the frostretioo of research in a dry'
many. Or perhaps some foctor beyond year control has
bigoted the perpetual conscionness of responsibility that
is en absolute necessity in the practice of exemplary ironnalism. Whatever, the sad feet is that perception and sc.
curecy are tools prolsobly more husk to pod writ* them
your clever phrases.
Our trying to ettribete the bias of year piece to some
circumstances yosi cannot help is, believe it or not, on ef•
fort to be kind. For at first it seemed that there were only
two possible explanations for year portroyel of Calloway
County end its people — pleas sloppy reporting or, worse,
grass and deliberate misrepresentation for some hidden
purpose.
Granted, yoo do hove some nice Alois to say, bat the
common thread of year text sod the asislooding
photographs that 'economy it is a simplistic depiction of
Calloway Covnty as negative sod bockward. The way yov
accomplish the smear with subtle implications end shades
of innovation does admittedly show talent of a dubious
sort. Some of what yos tell is trice — however, moth yea
choose not to tell is also tree, otthoegii perhaps sot as
supportive of year forecone contusion.
Sometimes year motive is not so veiled, sock as year
observations that "Merrily has hod to be ponied, shoved
and nagged into progress," that most people km the cooly
have shown "mulish opposition to chimp" and that
"Callowey has a record of voting agoiost this's."
Your condemning statement that "politics has been port
and parcel' of the operation of Murray State since it was
established in 1922 is a cakslateilly unfair ased mu"ported ginerelization. Let's use it as a first example to set
the record straight.
Contrary to whet yov imply, the toadies of the sew oor•
noel school in Murray was mot primarily the remit of a
political power ploy. One feet*, had for more te do with
the selection of Murray as the site that any MOW ef
political mmweveriesc.
The people of Murray mid Colleway County who mast
be pinked, shoved end nagged into progress," who skew
"mulish oppositioo to change" and who have a record of
hisiog ogoinst things coortriborted $117,000 for land IIC gpvisition and coastrectioa of the first haiWial ea the campos. And that wise beadle in 1922. SOON of the pledges
were paid by the moath because many of these people did

not have the noises te pay is lump mm. That dramatic
and impressive show •4-ciissmissity support is file mum
Moray was chosen as the aerosol school location. But yea
didn't tel that.
Year onbigoity makes it difficult to tell whether year indictment of pest presidential kodership at Murray State is
directed at all five fernier presidods or jest this last ow.
Somehow it stems tech a scatter-gun approach to brand
each of them — Dr. Con, Dr. Wells, D. tideland, Dr.
Woods end Dr. Sparks — "a peliticion as well as a political
appointee." Resides, we believe that even you wand consider it wribeconiag to snack the memories of fear fine
men who are no 100,11f with us. No clone is worth total
abandonment of good tilde.
Therefore, we coriciode that yew have reference to Dr.
Smirks. You portray him as a cunning end nionipelative
operator, in-port because of his octive-rolo in the Rotory
Club sod beams (yea sold) he "appeared regularly at the
country clob...`° Now that took a spinial @mason of that
daisies's talent. Membership io the Rotary Club is hardly
subversive, and, to the best of his recollection, Dr. Sparks
hes been on the premises of the two local coontry dubs a
sow total of twice in his lifetime — each time to attend a
wedding reception.
Aria let's set the record straight. Dr. Spirts, whom
you suggest is more politician that "duster, devoted 43
years of his life to kontocky olocatioo before his retirement. He served as e teacher, coach and principal in the
oak schools, as a fecolty member, departmental chairman sod almost six years as president of Murray State sad
was stinted to a foor•year term es state soperintendent of
orb& instruction.
At one point in his distingoishol career, the First
District Idocation Association prosestzmi him with a mew
automobile to show swede'sa for his cosetribertioas to
that orgonizatioa sod to ohleatioa in 'seers'. Bat you
didn't tell that.
To illustrate the "hockwardoess" of Calloway Covey, a
photograph of what is called an "•W farmhouse" was
cholla'for the nsagazisse cover. The implication is that the
run -Own and weathered old structure is still the /welling
ef a form family — that it is typical and represeatative of
the lifestyle of the coenty's atria/hotel commeenity.
la reolity, no MO 111111 lived in that Meese for the pest 15
to 20 yews. Instead, it is used each year as a shelter for
stripping tobacco. lacidentelly, the lest family to occupy It
new lives in a nice Attie brick home jest @cress the reed —
sad lest aft of the pli•tograph. Bat you didn't tell that.
No reference was mode in year 'dick .to 93b4,-PirsH91119
sew Chamber of Commerce headquarters I Merrey. Appores* vie missed it because yes did sot Iodide it in
your description of "the stretch of U.S. 441 hooding into
Nero ea the mrti." It's there — on the right. let maybe
it really doesn't bear set the lock-of-progress and
bock word picture of est community that you came to town
to point.
Nor did you mention that Memory was selected as an AllIleatecky City is 11$0. Of that Calloway Ginty is
historically one of the most productive farm comities he
kentrecky. Or that we have we of the flout school
systems with some of the most up-to-date facilities im
leatucky. Or that Merrry's landfill oporatimi Is moldered
for ether comma/ties. Or that norm has

become one of the most ertsteadheksingll medical motors
I the arm. Or that ow Community Theatre is known far
and wide for Its productions. Di that the percents's of
high school graduates from ear cemmunity who enroll in
college is traditionally among the highest in the state.
You get the idea.
Year ono-sided analysis of NI* bitter controversy et
Murray State may throw some light on year source or
coerces of information. Admittedly, it is year privilege to
use any !rifling source you choose and to ignore any other
which doos not bear oat year predetermined conclusions.
But it wooW appear that a longtime loenralist who has ena reasonably good repetition, if he chose to pry the
lid off this imbroglio Japan, would have sore* to achieve
some degree of balance in his reporting. At lees? that is
the way we understand they teach loornalism at Murray
State.
Despite the tone of incontrovertibie fact ye, seek to
prefect in year interpretation of the long-simmering and
complicated situation, it fails to come across to people
who have oliseived the dispete first-head and day-by-day.
Nem of yea long-distance experts can assimilate enoiegh
information overnight (and the several errors in fact in
year acceent attest to that) to jestify each a pompous profession that yee have all the answers. Yee, or any other
foreigner to the circumstances end the years of
hockgreend of it all, wield need to interview scores of moths-nem pimple (with fall confidentiality snored)even to
begin to understand what has happened.
Consistency is net me of the etre,g points of yeer article either. You shield make up your mind whether you
decry or endorse politics and bossism and then stick with
that viewpoint indeed of waffling bock and forth almost
from one paragraph to the next.
Year obsession with the wet-dry issee is also mite intorestiog. You are obvieesly pigged by the eetcome of the
lead option 'pestles at the Wet box in Calloway Ceenty.
Moose tike este that we still do it the old-fashioned way:
nMerity rule. It's called the democratic process.
Nobody seems to be as hung-ep, whether favoring wet
or dry, as you are. At one point you write: "More irritating to visitors is the fed that Calleway is dry..."
Again simplistic, or perhaps just simple. Many visitors
show no Irritation at all at the lock of legal liquor. In fact,
many retirees choose Calloway Comity as a piece to live
because it is dry.
Anyway, whatever their wet or dry perseeal
preference, most pee* I Calloway Canny would be incised te demonstrate far mere tolerance than yes do.
Peeple here are goaerally mite admiral. when it ceases to
respecting the ether fellow's point of view, as bag as be
does net try to proclaim lama Emperor of the World and
as hog as be treats people with some degree of dignity
or, more important, jest amuses &cooky.
We even recognize sad respect the right of a big-city
newspapermen to cane into town and pectic' Minas=
— of whatever Wei arras him on. Bet we Remise reserve
on equal AIM to tell his that lock of prefessieeelles I an
oat-if-bedews article does es credit to either hies or his
poilleetiee, whether The Coorior-Joereel or The lietioael
inquirer.
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Environment improves performance

On the house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
One of the things you
discover when you start
domg-ityourself is that
there's always a surprise
around the corner.
It isn't always that
something pops up completely different from
your conception of it
Usually, it's just that you
uncover a fact
astonishing mostly
because you never gave
the subject even a moment's thought.
One of these findings
takes place when you
begin to use lumber in
your projects You buy a
2 by 4 and get a Pi-inch
by 3L-2-tnch piece of wood.
You buy lumber for
shelving, ask for I by 6s
and get boards that are
44ths of an inch by 5i in.
ches Why these differences between the
nominal sizes and the actual sizes you get?
Because the wood
originally had those
larger dimensions, which
were changed when it
was prepared for the
market. Shrinkage and
nulling accounted for the
loss of wood in thickness
and width.
Once you learn this,
you take it into account
when you make
measurements and
decide on the sizes o(
lumber that will fill your
requirements. You also

learn that these dimensional differences do not
occur in plywood, hardboard or similar proem"
ed materials Thus, a
piece of plywood said to
be half-an-inch thick and
4 feet by 8 feet is exactly
that
Most of the time you
will be working with softwoods rather than hardwoods such as mahogany,
oak and walnut, although
the latter will be
preferable for specialized
jobs Softwoods are softer
than hardwoods - but not
always. Hardwoods are
harder than softwoods but not always Actually,
softwoods come from
evergreens that keep
their foliage all year
Hardwoods come from
trees that have leaves
which generally shed
sometime during the
year
Whatever trick there is
to buying lumber consists
of buying a kind that will
serve your purpose You
are wasting money when
you buy wood that is too
good for the job at hand.
The least expensive kind
and grade should be
bought whenever possible. Find out what is
available in your area at
your local lumberyard.
Ask questions of your
dealer. If he gives you a
helpful answer, thank
him and then stay with

him from that time on
whenever you need more
lumber YotTcan learn a
lot frorn tum - ocher.
since one of the most
knowledgeable lumber
experts I know is a
woman
The best lumber to buy
for outdoor use is the
pressuretreated type or
one that naturally resists
decay and insects, such
as redwood and cedar If
you buy regular lumber
that does not fit into
either of those categories,
apply a wood preservative to it if it is being
used outdoors Soaking
the wood in the preservative is better than
brushing, but brushing is
better than doing nothing
When a lumber dealer
doesn't have the specific
kind of wood you want, he
can order it for you In

that case, it usually will
cost more Most of the
time, there is an acceptable substitute That's
why a helpful dealer is
worth his weight in gold
He can advise you on
what to choose But.
please, save your questions for a time when he
isn't busy It isn't fair to
be off from work all week
and then do your lumber
shopping on a Saturday.
the only day most other
persons have to buy their
lumber
Dp-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful information on a variety of
subjects in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Special
Home Repairs." which
can be obtained by sending $1 50 to thoi paper at
Box 5, Teaneck, N,1
07666

Here's the answer
BY ANDY LANG
will not permit you to inAP Newsfeatures
stall such a circuit, but
-- We have a even if they did. the fact
Q
washing machine that is that you ask such a quesconnected to our regular tion-indicates a lack of
electrical circuit, which knowledge about the subis 120 volts. We now plan ject. Electricity is
to buy a dryer, but have nothing to fool around
been told that it must be with -unless you know
connected to a 240-volt precisely what you are
circuit. Can I put one in doing Get an electrician
myself or do I have to If you do not know or
hire an electrician'
have one, ask the dryer
A - Most local Codes dealer to recommend
one Some stores have
regular electricians with
whom they do business
Q.
I have an old
wooden chair which I
furniture manufacturers decided to paint white to.
have little to offer in the use in my son's room I
way of specialized fur- sprayed it with an enamel
niture for home computer from an aerosol can after
rooms. Office furniture sanding down the gloss of
manufacturers tend to the old finish, which I
provide furnishings that presume was varnish
look fine in high tech although I am not sure It
homes and contemporary seemed to be all right, hut
office environments but within a day or two, the
enamel had wrinkled the
may lack warmth.
As a result, Frank old finish in a few places,
usually has speicalized resulting in an allaround
furniture built to ac- mess. Is there some way
commodate home com- to correct this condition
puter equipment. That and what did I do that
way, the wood or plastic was so wrong'
laminate used can be
A - It seems probable
coordinated with the rest that you used a lacquer'
of the room.
type enamel, as the thinnFor consumers who ing ingredient in the
find such a solution too enamel acted somewhat
expensive or time- like a varnish remover
consuming, he advocates You now will have to use
adapting what does exist a regular varnish
to your own needs remover When you get
Credenzas or sideboards, off both the old and new
wall systems, flexible finishes, you then can use
shelving and cabinets almost any kind of finish
may be adapted with you wish. But be sure you
some success
do not use a lacquer or
Domestic furniture any lacquer-based finish
manufacturers have over paint or varnish,
begun to offer a few although sometimes the
pieces of speicalized fur- old finish will not be
niture. And a number of damaged if you give it a
retailers of home fur- couple coats of a sealer
niture have begun before applying the lacestablishing home office quer
furniture departments to
show what is available
Q
A couple of y ears
Look for both trends to
ago, I remember reading
accelerate in the near
in your column about how
future.
to change a faucet
PALOUSE
washer on a faucet that
Almost 100 percent of goes into the wall over the
the United States' dry bathtub Recently, I tried
peas and lentils come to fix a leak in that kind of
from the Palouse, a hilly. faucet, the one over oar
4,000-square-mile region tub in the downstairs
that rprawls across the bathroom After I took off
Idaho -Washington the metal plate or cover
border
against the wall, I could

Homeowners should consider
computer use before purchase
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeaturt
If yours is among the
many thousands of
American families who
recently invested in a
microcomputer for home
use, chances are good
you've got a pile of equipment you don't know how
to integrate with the rest
of your home.
Few people think out
computer installation in
advance of purchase,
says Tom Frank, an interior designer who conducts seminars in
decorating and space
planning around the computer, under the auspices
of the American Society
of Interior Designers.
According to Frank, a
fellow of ASID, the best
time to consider where to
install the computer and
how your family will use
it is before making the
purchase. However, if
you already have the
equipment, it is not too
Late to apply some of the
principles he and other
designers have worked
out.
If the purchase was
mainly to play computer
games - as an adjunct of
the television set - the
only important considerations are convenience to the set and provision of an adequate
storage area for the game
cartridges and other
equipment.
A relatively inexpensive, caster-mounted
game cart may be all that
La needed, in addition to a
surface on which to set
the computer itself.
But if you are planning
to explore some of the
other uses of your computer, you'll do better to
set up a home computer
corner or room, depending on the amount of
space available.
Frank sugggesta selecting an area off the
beaten path of traffic and
noise in the home and not
near the main television
set. Absolute privacy
Isn't essential, but
and visual privacy bdp
Improve concentration.
Dens, libraries, one
wall in the dining room, a
corner of the master
bedroom, or even a quiet
upstairs hall are all feasible locations, he said.
Since computer owners
ratan add to their equipment as they go along, it
pays to plan for this circumstance. Eventually.
your home, computer
mom will probably inchide telephone and
television hookups as well
a printer with an eitlcient paper feed arrangement. In addition. you'll
need storage shelves and
drawers to bold computer
paper, programs on awe

or cassette tape, books,
manuals and other data
While you may not acquire all these add-ons
immediately. Frank advises it is more efficient
to choose a spot that can
grow as your needs for
space and storage areas
grow. Telephone and
television wiring and
plugs are necessary, and
you also should plan for a
greater amount of
storage space than you
need now.
The ideal home computer area should be comfortable for all family
members. The corner of
the parental bedroom, for
example, wouldn't be a
good location in a (archly
with two teen-age
children.)
Pay close atention to
the type of chair you buy.
An office chair adjustable
to various body types and
heights is an excellent
choice. You'll need a surface set at typewriter
height - which is 213 inches up from the floor to work comfortably at
the computer keyboard.
Lighting is also very
Important. You should
have the light where you
need it - on the keybord
- and not on the screen
where it can create a
glare.
If there are many windows in thar,san.-they
should be provided with a
covering to minimize
glare. Frank prefers to
specify blinds because
they permit adjustment
of glare while still permitting natural daylight
to enter the room.
Presently, domestic

By BARBARA MAYER
After submitting ques- visors tend to have more. chair comfortable" Is the
tionnaires to more than space than they need and desk adequate for _the .
AP Newsfeatures
If you have suspected 4,000 workers anil study- to be consulted more -task' Is.there enough hip
that your physical sur- ing the office environ- often than other workers mg or storage space".roundings affect both ment in about 50 in preliminary stages -of
1/afar as temperature
your mood and efficien- organizations, HOST! office -design and goes, the most important cy, modern science has researchers fount that redesign
guarantee of satisfaction
some aspects of the office
just proven you're right
Participation in the is evenness If it is too hot
A recent study con- are more important than design process is wor- or too cold, an employee
ducted by researchers at others
thwhile even if the can dress to take care of
In an interview recent- worker does not get what the situation But if thr,
the State University of
New York's School of Ar- ly, Bnll noted that among he wanted Participation temperature fluctuates
chitecture in Buffalo the most potent factors indicates to the worker between too hot and too •
showed that a good are lighting, privacy and that he as important cold, job performance is
physical environment at inclusion in the original enough to be consulted likely to suffer
•
work improves the design decision process This in itself raises
Another ingredient in a
worker's performance As a rule, workers prefer selfesteem and identifica- good office is some {ono
a more homelike environ- tion with the 'company.. of noise control To •
and satisfaction
According to Michael ment than. most offices resulting in higher job much noise
whether it :
Brill, president of the provide If given a choice, performance itnd is the noise of telephones
Buffalo Organization of they would select pastel satisfaction. said Brill
.ringing, talking, or
Social and Technological colors, soft homelike
The study indicated machines going
Innovation or BOS-TI-1. a fabrics and traditional that workers So better in 'makes peoplegacrar% •
good environment is furnishings, rather than more homelike surroun- said Brill
worth from 4 to 5 percent the neutrals and hard- dings The energy crunch
flowever. re.e.tretIVI'S
of an employee's annual edge furnishings that "did something wonder- found that the introducsalary to an employer in designers tend to specify ful in-the office It led to tion of computers ant!
terms of increased pro- for offices
extensive delamping with other 1)4;111cl-1161,100
Brill. an architect who absolutely no loss of per- equipment do,g.z.
ductivity
.„.I not
It-aches at the SUNS' formance," according to
cessari I!. upset
School of Architecture. Brill. In fact, turning off workers '- People accept
said that the high degree shout half the overlead rapid change as long as
.of 4.4Xipe ration of those lights in the. office to save they can have ',Anne forin
who took part in the money actually improved of confiwnsating tactile
not figure out how. to survey indicates that the lighting, since it led to gratification," said hlti II
remove the faucet stem they regard their working installation eel indiVidual- In other words. if a one
to get at the washer and I environment as vitally ly controlled task lighting pany puts in a new cool
puler system, t
could not remember what important to them About where it is needed
Brill added that many employer would be well
you wrote that time Is It 71' percent took the time
possible for you to let me to answer the 500-item workers would opt for advised to also add soft
know how to handle this questionnaire with no more privacy than. they draperie.s or perhap
reward , other: than the have They are not rug
puzzling situation"
According to Brill t'
A
The washer is chance to offer their own necessarily seeking absolute privacy. however
best was to iiiipmo%.
changed exactly as in any opinion
The researchers. found Instead, they want to worker's lot in the
ordinary faucet of that
14111114. sonic
type The 9ply difference that the most en- minimize interruptions is 11.))
is that vim maid use it vironmentally, deprived by limiting lieCt•SS „of lions over -p huch. the. 10
special socket wrench to workers are clerical, those with whom they do dividual hi,es e • mttnil Iii
get at the fauTet technical and profes- not work on a day-to-day showing that an imprto,
Sometimes when you sional employees who basis Many would opt to eel leffice i'll Vi romnent has
take off the cover you find tend to have less_soace share an office with at bottom-line re'le' and'
that the wrench, which than they need to do their least one other person in leading to more. produc
tire employees, less
can be purchased at a jobs and to be consolted _their own departthent
-Other important absenteeism and less tnr
hardware store or home rarely, if at all, when
center dealer, will not fit decisions on the office en- positive 'factors in nover, the BoSTI.
employee satisfaction in- research may go sore of
into the opening In that vironment are made
On the. either hand. clude adequate equip- the way toward makini!
event, carefully chip out
eiptionspossiTilir— —
-Ts the
smalT pieces of the managers and.:.caper' ment
plaster or whatever the
material is until'you get
an opening large enough
CHECK OUT THE FEATURES.
After you complete the
repair job, the,coVer ma
CHECK OUT THE PRICE
or may not hide the.
enlarged opening If it
doesn't, use a little pat
ching piaster to make
everything look smooth
HANGING
again When the patch
DEMONSTRATIONS
has hardened, replace the
cover
We'll Show You

Let Mr. Pearce Know
If you agree with the statement on
the opposite page regarding the Dec. 12
article in the Louisville Courier-Journal
about Calloway County, let Mr. Pearce
know by pulling out the page and sending it to him. His address:
Mr. John Ed Pearce
The Louisville Courier-Journal
525 W. Broadway
Louisville, Ky. 40202

Wallpaper

FREE

Q
I have a teak table
which was brought over
from .('tuna many year•
ago. One of the legs ha',
come loose and I want to
reglue it. but I have been
told (Nit teak will not
"take" ordinary glue. Is
there a special kind I
should use"
Yes Use a rasilo
A
glue and follow the directions on the label of the
container to the letter
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Republicans hold meeting

ialkina ter What ahead 1 say?
I'm a respectable 41-year-old woman with nothing to
hide, bat I think mock a quantum is an invasion of one's
privacy. I would never presume to ask that gaseous of
twos* localise it's none of my baseness, yet when I am
asked 'I'm sever quick 'sough to respond in any way
ether than to name the person I was talking to That I
could luck myself. Any brilliant ideas'
PRIVACY PREFF.RRED

Cilate

"We had no cboice but to their own convenience.
show up today because "It is unfortunant that
We swore aa oath to this session was
uphold the constitution of prematurely called,"
Kentucky when we took Ackerson said. "But just
DEAR PRIVACY: Put the offender on the defenoffice."
because the call was
give with this reetposae: **Why do you ask?'
The unusual session premature and we are not
Van Buren
came out of a dispute ready to sit, that doesn't
•••
over the power of a gover- mean we should ignore
nor to change the starting the constitution and its
DEAR ABBY My ex-husband is now seven months bedate' of a special session Importance to the people.
hind on his child support payments I lost track of him
of the legislature once he "If we had promised to
flee months ago and can't find him I have heard that he
DEAR ABBY When 1 was 16 I got pregnant by my
has called one.
uphold the constitution
haa loft the state Is there any way I can find him' I can't
steady boyfriend I wanted to keep the baby, but my par
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. only when it was conveafford • private detective
ents wouldn't let me Instead they sent me to another
issued a call Dec. 15 for a nient, we wouldn't have
NEEDS SUPPORT
state to stay with my aunt and uncle, who took wonderful
special session to begin been elected." he said.
care of me After I had my baby (1'11 call her Tammy). my
DEAR NEEDS: He can be traced through the
Jan 10 to consider changWe didn't create this
aunt and uncle adopted her on the condition that I would
"Persist Locator Systole.- operated by the federal
ing Kentucky's personal mess We are trying to
never tell her I was her real mother
government soder the Uniform Reciprocal Child
income tax system to a work a way out," said
Tammy's real father, who had just turned 17 at the
Support Law.
flat rate
Sen Joe lane Travis, Rtime, couldn't accept the responsibility, so aa a favor to
For more detailed information, call your local welAfter errors were found Glasgow
him. I listed Tammy's father as "unknown" U don't even
fare office. You do not have to be on welfare to
in computations of the
The only thing we are
- know whore he. now
qualify for assistance from this office.
new system's impact on trying to do is the duty we
Tammy is now a beautiful, happy, well adjusted 15-year
old She knows she's adopted but that is all I am now
Mate revenues.. Brown are sworn to do," said
•••
happily mamed and have two fine sons who aren't aware
and legislative leaders Sen John Rogers, Rthat "Cousin" Tammy is really their half sister When I
agreed the session should Somerset.
DEAR ABBY' The letter from "His Wife," who was sus
see Tammy, my arms ache to hold her close and tell her
be delayed.
Assistant Deputy Atpicsous of her husband because at took ham all day to play
who I really am
18 holes of golf, reminded me of something that happened
Democratic leaders torney General Charles
How can I fight the urge to tell her"
many years ago
asked Brown to move the Runyan issued an opinion
ACHING HEART
Our telephone number was one digit different from that
date of the session back to Monday that a majority
of• nearby golf course We frequently got telephone calls
last Friday. when the of each house of the
1/EAR ACHING: Remember your pronto, to your
from people asking for reservations, and we always gave
lawmakers were in town General Assembly would
aunt and uncle, and honor it. One day, when Tammy
them the correct number of the golf course
for an organizational ses- have to be present to conis of legal age and suMriently mature to handle it,
One Sunday morning I got a call from a lady who
sion, so they wouldn't vene a special session
if she wants to know who her biological parents
asked, "la my husband playing a round over there)"
have the inconvenience There were no House
are, I think she has the right to know — but you
Needless to say, immediate steps were taken to have our
shouldn't be the one to tell her.
and expense of returning members present Monnumber changed
For
now.
thank
God she is happy, well-adjusted
k'rankfort this week
day House Republicans
A READER
child, and leave well enough alone.
Brown agreed despite have said they will file a
•• •
an attorney general's opi- Motion in Franklin CirFrances Drake
• ••
nion that he did not have cuit Court seeking a
FOR WEI)NE.SDAY,
What's bugging yens? Unload on Abby, P.O. Box
the authority to change declaratory judgment as
DEAR ABBY Sometimes when people call me and my
JANUARY 12,1963
38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038. For • personal
the date
to whether Brown acted
line is busy, they call again and ask, "Who were you
What kind of day w tamorreply, pleas. enclose•stamped, addressed envelope.
The legislature met for properly
row be' To find out what the
less than 45 minutes Fri- The nine senators signstars say, read the forecast
day before :adjourning to ed an agreement that any
given for your birth sign.
await a possible call by money due them for MonBrown for another day's session would be
ARUN
special session when the assigned to the state
CINCINNATI AP ) - quor licenses. Hood and Jury himself, and defense prosecutors' handling
Mar 21 ti• Apr 19
-- tax change has
of
had more treasury
A federal appeals court Allen were convicted lawyers argued that they their chief witness, the stock worthless.
Though a compt-titor is unProsecutors withdrew
study
fair. )ou'll still make onvirVic liellard, executive has rejected motions for earlier the same day of had no say in Who was Nashville liquor dealer Ham's
immunity during
Bunning
it
is
said
the
Lant 1.a reef gains i'ombirie
director of the a new trial for former conspiracy and mail selected to sit on the Jack'Ham, who received the trial when
they accusbu.siness with pleasure- ALso feeling of the Senate Legislative Research Tennessee Gov Ray fraud.
panel. .
immunity from proseco- ed him of lying about
Republicans
that
4 Pcisu1t advisers
The panel, sentenced
Commission, said the Blanton and two of his exPeck stepped down' lion in exchange for his skimming profits
Brown's actions confrom
TAURUS
1,11C would have to decide aides, convicted of con- Blanton to three years in when his wife became testimony.
his business.
ti4tv; stitute the call.. of two if the senators were en- spiracy and mail fraud.
Apr 20 to Ma
prison and fined him fatally Mind was repineHam testified he
Indictments were
one
YOU Ina) 411.approve.ii the special sesSions
But the 6th U.S. Circuit 611,000 Allen was given a ed by Judge Bailey retired a $23,000 loan to
titled to any -remunerasought against Ham, and
of a co-woriter Its a last Friday and one Mon- tion.
Court of Appeals on Mon- two-year term and fined Brown, also a member of Blanton and considered it
,
a federiil grand jury inV,P•I tlftbe tip !IWO With CX- day day did not rule on the $14,000, and Hood was the appellate court. a payoff for his License,
dieted may 19,4941.
Rush
Dozier,
general
The power to call an
purts abr mt pre.srble investconvictions of Blanton. sentenced to HI months Brown has twice refused
Blanton
acknowledged
counsel
to
Brown,
called
However, U.S. District
extraordinary
session
of
.11 I'iii a III UusI tiess flaures
his 1974 campaign and fined $14,000.
to order a new trial,
that the loan was paid off judge L. Clore Morton
ttie General Assembly is the session a waste of manager James Allen
Concerning the new
At an Oct. 7 hearing but said Ham received dismissed the indictment
an extraordinary tune which served no and former a d5rt.r) 21 to June 20
trial motion, the ap- before the appellate stock in an oil drilling and
useful
purpose.
called it a ploy to win
Self -.ius iplirwi brings work power,- said Sen. Clyde
ministrative assistant pellate court said the court, defense lawyers venture in
exchange. a conviction against
prcrvress Joint fin:fru-sal deals Middleton, R-Covington
'Using the rule of com- Clyde Edd Hood Jr
defendants failed to raise also complained about Ham said he considered Blanton.
Arc fa%ored. but stav clear of It has to be very careful- mon sense and logic, it Is
The appellate court issues that were not conpossible'illegal progsrAtions
ly followed We are going clear that the governor's gave no Indication when
sidered in the original
ANCER
to strickly construe the action in moving up the it would rule on the con- trial.lune 21 to July =i
constitution "
date of the special session victions
Judge John Peck, then
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — more times than he's adopted. Now the whole
A 'chap.'. seems after
Sen Jon Ackerson, R- by three days to prevent
A_ federal court jury a member of the 6th Cir- William "Red" Gordon stood up."
lorthitte, but other relations Louisville, said the state the waste of
community looks out for
taxpayers' convicted Blanton of ex- cuit Cowl of Appeals
with 11100' ties are happily ac- constitution is °Wanted money made
•
"The garbage man lust the dog.
common tortion. conspiracy and assigned to the case after says he can bardly drive
.tat.- 1 Ask for help regardutig
his sanitation truck loves Duster and he gets
"Everybody in town
end needs revision, but sense and was in accord mail fraud June 9, 1981, in all
federal judges in Ten- anywhere without a four.1 work props t
the legislators are not with the spirit of the con- connection with the is,
where he watches knows Duster," Scott
nessee recused legged groupie named to
1.14)
free to ignore it to suit stitution," Dozier said
more than the. Boggess said.
Duster
suance
of
Nashville
lithemselves, oicked the Duster showing up.
.1011 2:1 to Aug 22
Before Duster began
traffic," said Rebecca
1sumnt apprtl littl• oGordon reports that the Boggess, whose home helping garbage trucks
Iii.
1114 VW.
outwit-Mu, Nit
big, long haired dog of serves as a base for the he performed the same
AO I MIM
NMI
t“ d
duty for the community's
unknown ancestry has dog.
4 1(14.11%4. workn
rla Attend to
school
bus, running back
developed
affinity
an
for
And even city workers
tir rcnt obligations
garbage trucks. He will with the best intentions and forth across the
run out into the road, make an occasional highway to stop traffic
‘41
Aug 23 toSept 22
ROMULUS, Mich for the Wayne County some automotive
cause of the crash, said block traffic and then, mistake. Once Duster ap- for the buses.
Iii' p areful when shopping, AP
A DC-8 cargo Road Commission, which transmissions, Romulus
"After Ellen the BogIra J. Furman, a swears Gordon, will mo- parently got his signals
sirr4 )ou MO be offered some plane carrying low-level operates the airport, said
police dispatcher Rick spokesman for the in- tion for the truck to progess' daughter) got out of
.10,141) goods Return phone radioactive material that only- one
crossed
the
directed
and
body had Schwartz said A blaze dependent federal agency ceed.
ails and r atch up on crashed and exploded in a been recovered
garbage truck into the high school, he took up
but that it sparked by the explosion in Washington. D.C.
with the garbage truck,'
fwOectedrorrespmdemv
"He
works
path of a new Lincoln
traffic
the
swamp early today on was clear no one could was under control
Mrs. Boggess said.
about
Dianne Engel, who just like a traffic cop," Continental.
LIBRA
take-off from Detroit have survived the crash two how-s after the crash,
r
Before leaving his
lives less than two miles Gordon said.
Scpt '2:1toOrt 22
Metropolitan Airport, The western half of the Schwartz said.
"It was the nicest- duties with the school bus
southeast of the airport,
I Maiia.stii affairs are ill'- killing all three
crew airport was closed
But unlike a traffic cop, looking car in town," said and advancing to 'garThe National Transpor- said she heard the crash.
. elltl'4 1
Make necessar) members
aboard, an because of the crash, but tation Safety Board was
gets no pay for his the Boggess'son,Scott.
Duster
bage truck directing,
"There was kind of a
household repairs ,and
airline spokesman said
the eastern half remained sending a seven-member large roar and a boom," work and must run along
Mrs. Boggess said the Duster, of course, had to
replenish the kitchen cabinet
The radioactive open,Sugo said
investigative team to she said. "It shook the behind instead of riding dog just showed up in the graduate.
You niay alsrientertain
material posed_ no The plane also carried Detroit to determine
in the cab of the truck. neighborhood one day
Although he was uninthe house."
Si
danger,
the
spokesman
He's also on the job every about las years agoirrhile vited, and there was no
r71,4 said
Iriet 23toNov 21
day, unless he's laid up she and her son were out diploma ready for him,
Someone may try to take
The, plane, United
with a Job-related injury, of town.
Duster was the first one
redit for one of your ideas Airlines
cargo flight 2885
Boggess started down the aisle during
And he has had several
Still. you can express yourself
from Cleveland to Los
such injuries, said Gor- feeding the vagabond, commencement practice
ti iasI effect and will impress
Angeles, crashed at about PHOENIX. Ariz AP was what he wanted in a
Ms. Gardiner, who don, who recalls seeing and before the family for Ellen's high
it ha'
school
2 50 a.m in a swampy -- It was a whirlwind, wife, "it was easy for me identified herself as Duster "knocked down knew it, they were class.
SAGITTARIUS
area south of the airport eight-day courtship -- for to believe because it was Patricia Gardiner
Nov. 22 to[As 211
terminals,
acting Wayne the 42-year-old woman, what l_wanted to hear," Vigliotto, said her
Don't let someone take adantage of you in the name. of County Sheriff Loren Pit- who said she was flat- said Ms. Gardiner, who previous marriages were
tered off her feet until her said she had been mar- in Chicago.
friendship Do the necessary tman said
The plane disintegrated new husband asked her to ried and divorced three
During opening
research before making coinon impact, spreading sell her house at a loss-' times previously.
statements last week,
nuUnents
"It was just a great Staler said the state
wreckage over a 200-yard and then pocketed the
ACROSS CAPRICORN
2 Attitude
compliment to me. . And would call two other
area and only a portion of cash himself.
3-Noiar
Aoswer te Mesday's Puzzle
ilirc =Wien 19r
i Resod
4 Boer
Get the proper remunera- the plane's tail section re- Now Patricia Gardiner I'm embarrassed to say witnesses, including
CU CC 1210000
4 Tantalum
S Zodiac sign
tion for services rendered maned recognizable. Pit- Is in Maricopa County these things in an open Sharon Clark, an Indiana
WHIM UCUUUID
symbol
6 Experts
woman whom Vigliotto
Fulfill social obligations Get tman said.. Emergency Superior Court, the first
6 Iniencied
7 SPanish om- OM talUELUU 00
The answering allegedly married in June
in touch with a friend you've crews were hindered in prosecution witness in the
EE UEUU UMM
it Bustle
de
13 Church areas S Above
neglected
reaching the wreckage fraud and bigamy trial of machine incident oc- 1981 without a prior
UWEL U0C0 COU
IS — a nee
9 Lowest pant EUCLI3 11101.110 1'I0
Agl'AIRIUS
and fighting the fire by Gicvanni Vigliotto, who curred as Ms. Gardiner divorce. The prosecutor
14 Solos
io Prefix mitt
ULM C000
claims to have married disposed of most of her did not identify the third
Jan 3DtoFeb 181
knee-deep mud,he said
IS Norse god
dent or pod
EU [JOWL UOUUU
Care is regwreci in legal
household goods at the re- witness.
The four -engine more than 110 women.
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Mrs. Ora Bucy dies Saturday
Mrs. On Lee Bucy, 97,
died Saturday night at
Bloomfield Nursing
Center, Bloomfield Hills.
Mich.

T.L. Williams
dies; funeral •
Wednesday
WIA/0- •
flw

run Leon MUMMA,
66, Pans, Tenn , died
Monday at St Thomas
Hospital, Na4hville,
Tenn He was a selfemployed mechanic and
truck driver
Born Nov 18, 1916, he
was the son of Mae
Chticutt Williams and the
Late Ifue111 Williams
Survivors include his
wife, Mrs Geraldine
Moody Williams. to
whom he was married on
•Aug • 1. 1936. his mother.
Mrs- Mac C Williams,
Pans. five daughters,
Mrs Betty • Robertson,
Mrs Diane Fields and
Mrs.. ,Penny _Sutton.,
Pans. Mrs Jona Carolyn
Tyler. Cottage Grove,
Tenn . and Mrs Brenda
Sutton, Juno Isles, Fla
three sons, Allen Ixon
Williams.- Paris, Tommy
Williams, Bruceton,
Tenn . and Larry.
Willinms, Buchanan,
Tenn
Also - surviving are
three sisters, Mrs Vir'ilma
Snow, Murray , Mrs Clow
Barnhill and Mrs Faye
Dillard. Paris. one
.brother, C'hester
Williams. Paris, 16
grandchildren
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 11 a in in
Ridgeway
I Ad
Ntorticians. Paris
Pallbearers will he
Roger Grooms, Jerry
Hoofman Lyndel Kent,
.1 W
Barnhill, Reid
Dillard, Nathan Moody,
Hurley Davis and Earl
Moody Burial will follow
in Ildlcrest Cemetery..
Friends may call at the
funeral home

R.L. Galloway dies Monday ,Keeling rites
Robert L Galloway,70, Moore, Gainesville, Fla.,
Rt. 1, Mayfield died Mon- Mrs. Margaret Easley. on Monday

She was Married I,1913
to Gaston Bucy !Ito died
in 1957. Born Aug. 31, day at 12:55 a.m. at Com1885, in Calloway-County, munity Hospital there.
she was the daughter of He was a retfred farmer.
Born Jan. 27, 1912, he
the late Jesse Buchanan
and Samatha Bucy was the son of the late
Buchanan She was a Lee Galloway and Vera
member of the Church of Cook Galloway. He was a
member of Farmington
Christ
Survivors include one Baptik Church.
Survivors are his wife,
daughter. Mrs Robert
Mrs. Lula Mae Wilford
nine Galloway; one daughter,
Heights, min
grandchildren, 12 great- Mrs. Carolyn Whitlow,
grandchildren. nine Jacksonville, Fla.; three
great -great- sons, Kenneth Galloway,
Farmington. .B4bby
grandchildren
Services will be Galloway and Ronnie
Wednesday at 1 p m vi Galloway, Mayfield. five.
LeDon Chapel of grandchildren
Ten sisters survive who
Ridgeway Morticians,
Parts, Tenn Ewing Stub- are Mrs Lucille Easley.
Murray. Mrs Pauline
blefield will officiate
Pallbearers will be
B
Lowell Bnsendine.
Grubbs, J.T Dale, Edward Bury. William lee
Dodson and Max Dale
Burial will follow in Mt
Pleasant Cemetery
The funeral for Mrs
Friends may call at the Willie Mae Morton,
funeral home
widow of Elvin glorton, is
today at 2 _p.m. -in. -the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
The Rev Julian Warren
is officiating Gus
Final rites for Charles Roberston, Jr. is soloist
I. Nanny were today at with Richard Jones as
10:30 a in in the chapel of organist
, Pallbearers are. Rob
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home John Dale Morton. Michael
and Henry Hargis of- Sprague, Roger Cooper.
ficiated
Ralph Ray Greg McReynolds. Dan
directed singers from the Foster and Joe Real Orr
Union Grove Church of Burial will follow in SinkinkSpring Cemetery.
. Christ
Mrs Morton, 82. born
Pallbearers were Alton
Aug 27.1900, died SaturSwift. Charles D
Johnson. Noby Car- day at Westview Nursing
raway. Hugh Eddie Home
She is survived by two
Wilson, Clifton Cochran,
It I. Ward and Charles K daughters, Mrs* Game
Sprague. Murray, and
Cochran
Burial was in Murray Mrs Jim Bryan. Chattanooga, Tenn , two
Memorial Gardens,
Mr' Nanny. S4, Rt 2, daughters-in-law. Mrs
died Saturday at 7.38 Dot Morton and Mrs Lex:
pin at Murray-Calloway le Morton. sister, Mrs.
Ruby Wright, brother,
County Hospital
He is survived by his Robert Stokes, eight
wife. Betty; two sons, grandchildren, eight
Don Nanny, Louisville. great-grandchildren;
and Dr Dale Nanny, three great -greatgrandchildren
Oklahoma City Okla

Morton rites
conducted
here today

C.L. Nanny
rites today
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Farmington. Mrs. Moyne
Hoishouser and Miss Vela
Galloway.
Memphis,
Tenn., Mrs. Frances
McGee and Mrs. Vivian
Seay, Mayfield, Mrs.
Myra I.arson, Walla
Walla, Wash., Mrs. Anna
Ross and. Mrs. Peggy
Morris, Lane Oak; one
brother, Raymond
Galloway, Belleville.
Two sons, John and
Jerry Galloway. preceded him in death.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 3 pm. in
the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield,
The Rev Harry Yates
and the Rev. Harry Nall
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Charles Bennett, Ray
Carlisle. Harry Gene
Wilford, Tommy
Holshouser, Tony
Holshouser and Jitnbo
Seay, active; Martin Jetton. Malcolm Jetton,
Charles Mathis,
Galloway, Fred Canter
and Jimmy Wiggins,
honorary.
Burial will follow tn
Burnett's Chapel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the'
funeral home after 3 p m
today I Tuesday

Wilbur Usher
dies; services
on Thiesday

Frank Lacey
dies recently

The funeral for Arval
Keeling was Monday at
p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home. Benton.
The Revs. Larry Nichols.
Steve Freeman, Pete
Keeling and Jimmy Keeling officiated.
Pallbearers were Ronnie, Leland. Eddie, Keith
and Michael Keeling and
Bobby Freeman, grandsons Other, grandsons
served as honorary
pallbearers anij granddaughters served as
flowler girls. •
Burial was In Calvert
City Cemetery.
Mr Keeling, 79, Rt. 3,
Calvert City, died Saturday at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. His wife," Mrs..
Ilona Fowler Keeling,
died April 26, 1979.
Survivors include five
daughters, four sons including James Keeling of
Dexter, two brothers, 25
grandchildren, and 29
great-graraciiildren

Frank Lacey, M. a
former resident of
Calloway County, died
Dec. 25 in St. Cloud,Fla.
The deceased who
formerly resided in Pennsylvania and New York
mine to Calloway County
In 1972 to reside with his
sorkn-law and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Paul
Crittendon,.Ftt. 7, Murray. They moved to
Florida in October.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Blanche Lacey; his
daughter, Mrs. Crittendon; two sons, Arthur
Smith and Harry Smith.
New York; six grandchildren.
One granddaughter
preceded him in death.
The body was cremated
with the ashes to be
buried in Dublin
Cemetery in Graves
County.
Fisk iand Blandford
Funeral Home, St. Cloud,
Fla., Was in charge of arrangements.

for oil your Trovel

and

Paul

several
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and

nieces

and
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Increase denied
COVINGTON. Ky.
(AP) - The Kentucky
Department of Transportation has denied a 10cent toll increase sought
by'owners of the Shortway Bridge which connects Covington and
Newport across the Licking River.
The firm asked for 25cents per vehicle plus
more for trailers and
large trucks, noting
repair costs and declining
revenues

Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
•epresentmg

American and International Tra veiforne
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

PRICE
/
2EVERYDAY
Our Pizza Is Already
The Lowest Price
In Town!
Small Size

1970 Oldsmobile 442
2

door,

bucket

white

vinyl

letter

seats,

tires,

block white

outornotic

rocho sv ,

tope plover

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
1,spats
ALCZW

641 S. Murray

mem

AC=

Reg. $3.65
Medium Size
Reg.$4.45
Large Size
Reg. $5.95

Now

$1"

Now $225
Now $295

The Famous
Spaghetti Factory
Olympic Plaza, Murray
753-0003

fl.16
111
W
04 44 la
04 la a a
54: 04•
144 0.46 lb
565 *4*
I4 104 16
6....

Meet The Friendliest
Sales Staff
In Town!

MURRAY SUPPLY'S
AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE

1,20„,t30,40
ON NUMBER ONE
UNDER THE SUN

Meet Sales Moser"
Mat I. Morris wises*
wife Shirley Settee'
worn' Morris sad
chillIrea

!entire,

Regime live en
Wells litewded.

Gam &

Meat ferry
Peadorgrass whose
wife Pat Werres
Peedergress sad
Allan. len", Pet
Trecy live is Illasey.

Meet WI Idd Travis
whose wife fey.
Whit* Travis owl
calle• OW% Lyme a
Ids be we It. 1
Mersey.

Don't Forget Our 11.9%
A.P.R. Financing Op All New
1982 & 1983 CileVrOlots

In Stock!

Meet Gees Ilelmmos
Mow wife is %eh
lispri Mom aid
ebIldros ins, a
Gerbil Iv* is New
Coward.

Twiler

_
Price
Sale
„mils

Dwain Taylor Chevro et Inc.

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.INC.
31
206 I. MAW

Final rites for Leonard
Burkeen were Monday at
3 pt in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton
The Rev James Stem officiated. Pallbearers were
David, Stanley, Ronnie,
Cletus and William
Burkeen and R.J. Butler.
Burial was in Jeffrey
Cemetery In Calloway
County.
Mr. Burkeen, 53, Rt. 1.
Hardin, died Saturday at
Marshall County
Hospital. He is survived
by one sister, Mrs. Edna
Moore, four brothers,
Clint. Eugene, Edward

Stock market

Wilber Usher, 84, Kt. 6,
Mayfield, died hfrqday at
4 p.m. at his home. He
was a retired farmer.
Horn March 22, 1898, he
was the son of the. late
John B Usher and Susie
Hargrove Usher. • ,
He IS survived by his
wife, Mrs. Nellie Guier
Usher; three sons, Gene
C. Usher, Mayfield, Ray
Usher, Rt. 6, Mayfield,
and John Usher, Detroit,
Mich.: six grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Charles Nelson will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 1 p.m.
Wednesday.

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

_ foie Price
'limos
$ale Price
$155.55

Burkeen funeral conducted
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